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ABSTRACT 
Within the span of less than a decade, Russian teachers have lived through the 
collapse of the Soviet Union, the end of Communist rule, the emergence of a free market 
economy and levels of inflation which have pushed much of the population into poverty. 
Restrictive government policies have been replaced with an infrastructure often described 
as corrupt and ineffective. New laws on education now allow for innovative curriculums 
and methodology, but economic restrictions have limited much possibility for change. 
The purpose of this descriptive study is to examine the perceptions of Moscow 
educators regarding public education and society in Russia. Selected teachers were 
surveyed and interviewed about their perceptions of recent social, political and economic 
changes within Russia; communism and the future of communism in Russia; democracy 
in Russia; schooling, students and teachers in general in Moscow; the creditation and 
training of educators in Russia; their responsibilities as educators in Russia; and the 
future of their individual professional lives. 
The study discusses the context of education and schooling in Moscow, provides 
data from a Likert type questionnaire and personal interviews, discusses the quantitative 
and qualitative data and uses a one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with teachers" age 
as the variable. Major findings include teachers' perceptions that the political and 
economic changes in Russia are "inevitable." Teachers' lives continue to be restricted, 
however, that restriction is dictated by economics as opposed to political repression. The 
fall of the communist state is considered desirable and teachers are unsure if the 
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communist party will ever again form the government of Russia. Teachers do not consider 
themselves to be "free" or Russia to be a true democracy, and most are undecided if 
Russia will become a true democracy in their lifetime. As well, the quality of public 
education is seen to have suffered since the end of the Soviet state with severe 
underfunding limiting the opportunities for innovative practice. Teachers, however, 
believe that educators in Russia are well-prepared to be professional teachers in post-
communist Russia. They also believe that teachers are responsible for fostering a sense of 
Russian nationalism and instilling proper values in students. They have an important role 
to play in shaping Russian society in the future and are optimistic about the future of the 
teaching profession and the role they will play in determining that future. 
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Autobiographical Preamble 
August, 1995, was a month of turmoil, anxiety, apprehension and excitement for my 
family as we began an adventure that would change our lives forever. Our home was sold, 
collectibles stored and our suitcases filled. Three days of hotels, airports and turbulent 
flights culminated with our arrival at Sheremetevyo Airport in Moscow. Russia. 
My husband and I were granted a two year leave of absence (which was extended to 
three years) from our positions with Lethbridge School District # 5 1 , Alberta. Canada. 
We were hired by the Anglo-American School of Moscow to teach English-speaking 
children. Our two sons, aged seven and thirteen, were with us and would become 
students at the Anglo-American School. Upon arrival we were greeted by school 
personnel and driven to our guarded and furnished apartment. The adventure of living and 
working in Moscow began. 
Moscow is a city that has experienced incredible change in the last decade. Indeed, 
the only constant in Moscow today is change. Many Muscovites walk through their city 
awed by the new neon lights, foreign cars and the masses of goods that are all too 
available for those with money. Over the last decade, the rule of the almighty dollar has 
produced unimaginable riches for a tiny minority. Unfortunately, for the vast majority it 
has resulted in a devastating level of hopelessness as most struggle to survive the elevated 
prices of basic items such as food and housing. 
Larissa Pavlova, (name used with permission), a public school teacher in Moscow 
who sells old clothes evenings and weekends to supplement the family income, sums up 
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her frustration with post-communist Russia: "The rich get richer while the rest of us 
tread water or drown. I work harder than I did in the old days and sometimes that makes 
it hard to remember what we have gained. Freedom is sweet, but it 's a heavy, heavy 
load." 
The opportunity to meet Russian educators like Larissa was captivating. I was 
keenly interested in what was happening in Russian schools and was particularly 
intrigued with the plight of teachers in Moscow. In addition to wanting to understand the 
political, economic and cultural changes since the fall of communism (or what Russians 
refer to as "Soviet Times") I became especially fascinated with the question of What are 
Russian teachers' perceptions of public education in Moscow today? 
When 1 returned to Lethbridge in August, 1997, I shared this interest with Dr. Kas 
Mazurek from the University of Lethbridge. Together we formulated a plan to expand a 
study that he was conducting in Poland. We agreed that I would modify and distribute a 
survey which he had distributed in Poland and that I would interview as many Russian 
teachers as possible with the support of a Russian translator. 
It is almost impossible to complete this kind or research without being physically 
present in Russia. Fortunately, our residency in Moscow facilitated this endeavour. In 
particular, the Russian Nationals who served at the Anglo-American School as "local 
hires" became instrumental in providing contacts. Accordingly, upon my return in 
August, 1997, to fulfil my third year contract with the Anglo-American School. I was able 
to begin this research. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
In the early 1980s, a revolution in traditional communism emerged in The Soviet 
Union. This revolution has been labelled Reconstruction. Reconstruction was literally 
that: a reconstruction of the socio-economic bases of the country by moving it toward a 
free market economy. This greatly changed all aspects of Russian society and the changes 
are particularly manifested in Moscow. The term Reconstruction has a specific 
connotation in modern history as it applies to the Soviet state. The term and its 
movement are associated with the rise of Mikhail Gorbachev to power in the Soviet 
Union. 
Mikhail Gorbachev was the youngest and best educated man to join the Politburo. 
He became a candidate member in 1979 and a full member in 1980. Gorbachev began his 
political career earlier as a student at Moscow State University. As a member of the 
Communist Party. Gorbachev was chosen to head the Komsomols (Young Communists) 
at Moscow State University. In March. 1985. he assumed the powerful position of 
Secretary General of the Communist Party of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 
Gorbachev's sweeping and pervasive Reconstruction resulted in economic, political 
and social reform. With the support of Foreign Minister E. A. Shevardnadze, Gorbachev 
set in motion increased contact with the West. Emigration was made somewhat easier, 
wider information from abroad became available. Internal criticism of the existing regime 
was allowed, human rights were discussed and initial steps toward economic and 
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administrative improvements were introduced (Nikandrov. in press). 
Importantly, this Reconstruction involved changes to and important responsibilities 
for the school system. This was evident quite early in the movement, as witnessed in 
new guidelines for the reform of the Soviet school system. The preamble to a decree on 
school reform of the Soviet school system issued on April 4. 1984, states: 
The immense tasks posed by the final years of this century and the 
early years of the next one will be accomplished by those who are 
sitting at school desks today. They will have to continue the cause 
of Great October, and they will bear the responsibility for the 
country's historical destiny, and for the all-round progress of society 
and its successful advance along the path of communist construction. 
(cited in Pearson, 1990, p. 21). 
Certainly by June, 1988, young Russians were ripe for Gorbachev's report to the 
Party Conference wherein he described a society "of genuine and real humanism, a 
system of effective and dynamic economy, a system of social fairness, lofty morality and 
culture and genuine people's government" (cited in Pearson, 1990, p. 31). 
Pearson reports that there were many letters and articles in the Soviet Press which 
discussed the rekindling of "moral energy stifled for so long by the formalism of the 
school system" (1990. p. 25). 
As Gorbachev continued his reforms under Reconstruction, he called for all to "work 
together with the organs of the state to protect children and help them become genuine 
human beings, ideologically convinced, work-loving, educated, worthy citizens of their 
great motherland" (cited in Pearson, 1990, p. 25). Changes soon became evident within 
the schools. 
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Beginning in 1986, children began attending school at age six, vocational training was 
encouraged and all students were expected to master at least one basic mechanical skill. 
The number of high school and college graduates had grown by millions and these 
graduates were regarded as the educated middle class which would carry Russia through to 
the millennium. School books that had previously omitted names or had blanks in history 
and literature were replaced with new comprehensive texts. Innovative teachers who 
demonstrated a more child-centred and cooperative methodology were beginning to 
command a new respect (Nikandrov, in press). 
However, that was not enough. The Soviet system of education was still severely 
criticized as authoritarian and obsolete (Nikandrov, in press). There was a perceived need 
for further reform and this reform would soon arise from a political crisis that has. 
perhaps forever, changed the face of Russia. 
Newly elected Russian President Boris Yelstin issued a decree (July 20, 1991) which 
ordered the dismantling of the Communist Party which had ruled Russia for seventy-four 
years. The Soviet Communist regime came to an end with the failed coup of August 19. 
1991. Yelstin led the "real revolution" (cited in Read. 1993, p. 6) which brought a new 
independence to Russia and the disintegration of the Soviet Empire. As Read states: "The 
ideological and totalitarian controls imposed on Russian educators by the October 
revolution of 1917 were at long last lifted" (1993, p. 7). 
Within a year, Yelstin issued a decree which promised to give the highest priority to 
educational reform. The changes resulted in the Law of Education, adopted in 1992 and 
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amended in 1996. Therein was proclaimed a very humanistic view of education. 
(Nikandrov, in press) summarizes the law: 
General human values, free personal development, love of one's 
country, civil maturity, unity of educational space, protection of 
national culture and regional traditions, multiculturalism, free access 
of education for all, programs that better met student ability and 
development and democratic administration were prioritized. 
However noble these new goals and objectives might be, they could not easily be 
implemented without a massive infusion of money into the education system to retrain 
teachers, devise new curricula and provide adequate teaching resources. Such assistance. 
perhaps understandably in light of Russia's continuing financial crisis, to date has not 
been made available. School reform was and continues to be terribly underfinanced (Read. 
1993). 
Furthermore, it is important to appreciate that the communist system of seventy-five 
years "has produced a great many of the wrong sort of teachers and principals to 
participate and lead in the design and carrying out of the needed reforms" (Read, 1993, p. 
9). Few underpaid educators were prepared to undertake the massive work that was 
demanded by the sweeping changes. The nation was in economic and social crisis. 
Today, impoverished teachers are asked to maintain high levels of literacy and 
numeracy as they continue to work in ill-equipped and ill-furnished schools. Indeed, 
teachers' base salaries are so low they do not even decently cover the cost of living. 
Teachers are often forced to offer private tutorials simply to provide for the basics of life. 
Students are frustrated as their futures are precarious because of the chaotic economy and 
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uncertainty of employment. 
Private schooling (a concept not allowed in Soviet times) is growing and disparities 
between public and private schools are huge. Private school tuition is very high and few 
citizens are able to afford the costs. Many students suffer from poor health, adolescent 
crime rates are skyrocketing, substance abuse is common and incentives for scholarship 
are few. Prestigious universities and institutes demand entrance examinations that most 
students are ill-prepared for unless they can pay for private tutorials as a means of 
preparation. Few families can afford these tutorials and, as a result, fewer students are 
entering these institutions. Even for the fortunate ones who succeed in obtaining a post-
secondary degree, there is no guarantee of employment upon graduation (Kovaleva, 
1994). 
This is frustrating for Russian teachers as. until but a decade or so ago, teachers were 
educated in a system that bred scholarship and commitment. The teacher was seen as the 
purveyor of information and the subsequent assessor of student achievement. The 
teacher was often a member of the Communist Party and worked very hard to instill a 
sense of Soviet identity. Indeed, the education of Russia's young to become devoted 
workers, socialist internationalists and patriots who were wholly committed to the 
virtues of communism has been the preoccupation of the Soviet state since the 1919 
Declaration on the principles of communist education (King, 1979). 
Education and society in Moscow today face many new realities. Among these is the 
question of how, in a floundering economy, does a system of upbringing and education 
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saturated with communist doctrine become changed into a system founded on respect for 
rights of the individual? 
Rationale For The Study 
Political, economic and cultural developments since the fall of communism in Eastern 
Europe and the republics of the former Soviet Union are revolutionizing those societies. 
It is unclear what the long-term consequences and manifestations of such rapidly changing 
circumstances will be. Equally unclear is our knowledge of what the attitudes toward, and 
perceptions of, these changes are for the people of those nations. The question, however, 
is very important for educators. If we believe that teachers are directly charged by the 
state with the task of shaping the next generation's values and attitudes, then how these 
teachers view current changes in which their society is engulfed is likely to affect how 
they will interpret the emerging new order for their future students (Mazurek & Majorek, 
ongoing). 
This issue is currently being explored in a research project undertaken by K. Mazurek 
and C. Majorek within the context of Polish society with teachers-in-training as subjects. 
Their study, initiated in 1992, is now in its fifth phase and has two major objectives: 
First, to determine teachers'-in-training perceptions of the profound social changes which 
have taken place in their nation since the fall of communism in Poland; Second, to 
discover teachers-in-training perceptions of what the future of schooling and of the 
teaching profession will be in the new Poland (Mazurek & Majorek, ongoing). 
The changes in Moscow and the rest of Russia over the last decade are at least as 
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profound as the changes in Poland. Mazurek. unsuccessfully, attempted to continue his 
research in Russia. Gaining access to institutions and obtaining permissions proved very 
difficult and time consuming. Furthermore, a very real Russian resistance to and mistrust 
of foreign researchers constituted a difficult obstacle. Generations under totalitarian 
regimes have learned to be cautious in sharing their opinions. When those opinions are 
sought by outsiders, the resistance is all that much more pronounced. As Mazurek 
suggests. Russia is very simply a difficult place for non-Russians to do research in the 
social sciences (Mazurek. personal communication. July, 1997)). 
However, by 1997 I had already lived in Moscow for two years and during that 
residency had cultivated many Russian friends and colleagues in the teaching profession. 
Perhaps the most difficult obstacle to conducting research in Moscow had been overcome. 
Through contacts with Russian colleagues and friends I felt the surveys could be 
distributed and interviews arranged. This proved to be the case and so this study, 
extrapolated from Mazurek's and Majorek's ongoing research, explored teachers' 
perceptions within the context of society in Moscow. 
There are some significant modifications. This study's survey instrument is tailored 
to a different population as certified teachers, not teachers-in training, were surveyed in 
Moscow. Also, the questions on the survey are slightly reworded to speak to the 
political, economic and social situation in Russia.1 
See Appendix A for the questionnaire that was distributed in Moscow. 
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Purpose Of The Study 
The purpose of this descriptive study was to examine the perceptions of selected 
Moscow educators regarding public education and society in Russia. The seven specific 
objectives of the study were to identify teachers' perceptions of: recent social, political 
and economic changes within Russia; communism and the future of communism in Russia: 
democracy in Russia; schooling, students and the teaching profession in Moscow; 
creditation and training of educators in Russia; responsibilities of educators in Moscow; 
and the future of Russian teachers' individual professional lives. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE CONTEXT OF EDUCATION AND 
SCHOOLING IN MOSCOW 
Moscow is home to over 11 million people. It is estimated that at least 2 million 
more come into the city to work or go to school. According to Mikhail Susloparov, 
press secretary for Russia's Education Ministry, Moscow currently has approximately 
250 private schools. 1.500 public schools and an ever changing number of so-called 
special schools. The latter train students extensively in subjects such as mathematics and 
science, classical music or the performing arts, ostensibly preparing their students for 
careers in these areas (Palchikoff. 1996). 
With the exception of some of the special schools, the Russian public education 
system emphasizes student achievement over creative development, providing a very 
disciplined approach to learning. Exams are given regularly and grades are assigned from 
the very first year of schooling. Teachers in Moscow firmly expect parents to intensely 
tutor their children at home, on a daily basis. Thus, Russian schools have been aptly 
described as being "more European than American" (Searle, cited in The Moscow Times. 
Dec. 1996. p. 11). As Richard Searle, Director of the British International School in 
Moscow, puts it, "Russian education is deeper and less practical « there is more pure 
learning than hands-on-learning." Searle continues this description with a positive 
interpretation. "If the product at the end of the day is a bilingual, or a literate, well 
disciplined student then these schools are an enviable thing. There are many good things 
about these schools although they do not allow for much originality of thought or 
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creativity" (Searle, cited in The Moscow Times. Dec. 1996. p. 11). When one considers 
the mood for change and innovation that was apparent fifteen years ago in Russia, 
Searle "s observation seems somewhat remarkable. 
Fifteen years earlier, Michail Gorbachev had set in motion the conditions for change in 
all aspects of Soviet society. He had attempted to revitalize the Soviet economy by 
establishing new policies that would promote new ideas and ways of doing things. These 
policies, perestroika (restructuring) and glasnost (openness), allowed for much change in 
political thinking, and economic and educational policy in the Soviet Union. 
Gorbachev was severely challenged as he attempted to promote his Restructuring. 
Unrest among the many nationalities in the Soviet Union grew and economic conditions 
continued to worsen. Faith in the centralized communist system declined as food 
supplies became sparse and often inadequate. Alcoholism was rampant. 
Housing was inexpensive but overcrowded, telephones were scarce, public 
transportation was slow, outdated and overcrowded. Health care was limited in spite of 
excellent scientists at work. Schools, universities and research institutes maintained high 
standards and illiteracy was rare, but educational policy stayed inequitable and outdated 
(Kirchner. 1991). 
While Gorbachev's inauguration of political reform continued, rumblings of unrest 
began in post-secondary institutions. Although appreciation had grown abroad for Soviet 
scientists, artists, musicians, and athletes, few improvements were seen in the daily living 
standards for the well educated or talented Soviet citizen. Much of the educated 
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population was sophisticated, vocal and ambitious. They began to demand freedom of 
expression, individual rights and monetary reward (Pearson, 1990). 
In spite of the unrest, the public primary and secondary schools continued to carry on 
as they had for decades. Many educators continued to perpetuate Lenin's admonition 
that children were the greenshoots of the revolution . Parents continued to encourage their 
children to enroll in Leninist youth groups. At age seven, students celebrated their titles 
as Little Octobrists and would look forward to their graduation to the Young Pioneers at 
age nine. These youth groups worked to further the inculcation of Communist ideology. 
Training in athletics, fitness and community service continued to be very political. At 
age 15 most Pioneers joined Komsomol, the League of Communist Youth. Participation 
in the Komsomol's work projects, lectures, and sporting events did not ensure a better 
education or job, but failure to belong might bring embarrassment to the family and could 
hinder one's career (King, 1979). 
For as long as anyone remembered, school began on September 1st, after a summer 
break. Most children began their academic careers by attending Kindergarten. These 
institutions provided education and daycare for children from the age of two months until 
their entrance into school proper. The main objective of these Kindergartens was the care 
and strengthening of the children's health and their physical development. 
Kindergarten were guided by the principle that children must grow up healthy, 
cheerful, spirited and well coordinated. It was expected that children would learn to 
speak well if the teacher's speech was correct in every aspect. Therefore, it was clearly 
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important that teachers model the Russian language correctly (Bronfenbrener, 1970). 
Today in Moscow, school principals continue to listen at the door of the Kindergarten, 
checking up on the correctness of a teacher's use of the language. 
Teachers instilled respect for working people and aroused interest in work, society 
and nature. It was important that in the course of play and activities that children 
developed the qualities of well-being, self-control and persistence. Young students were 
encouraged to love their native district and to respect their Motherland. Pictures of 
Vladimir Illich Lenin were proudly displayed and children were encouraged to respect his 
memory because their teacher was taught to love and respect his memory. 
Children's aesthetic education encompassed a love of the beauty in surrounding life, 
nature, and art. They were to develop an ear for music and poetry. The desire and ability 
to draw, model, sing, dance, listen to music, read poetry with expression, and tell stories 
were strongly encouraged. It was believed that an attractive and comfortable 
environment, a clean building, and the neat appearance of children and adults helped to 
develop artistic sensitivity. The daily routines included eating, sleeping, conditioning, 
exercises, lessons, and play. It was expected that these activities were to be organized in 
an acceptable manner and were to be repeated from one day to the next in order to create 
in children a sense of customary sequence. Play and work training developed organization 
and the capacity for quick and precise action of one kind or another (King, 1979). 
A good part of the day was spent outside, where children played together under the 
watchful eye of the staff. Often students stayed at the school long after lessons were 
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completed, waiting for parents to pick them up. Teachers earned extra salary by staying 
behind to watch these children (Sokolova. 1993). 
Most public school kindergartens in Moscow today still abide by these 
methodologies and practices. Many programs today are, for the most part, "models" of 
the aforementioned ideology. 
Very quickly the rules for pupils were learned and strictly enforced. The following is 
a list of rules posted at one school in Moscow. According to the teachers I spoke to. it is 
typical of the rules which are still firmly adhered to by some school directors in Moscow 
today. The translator is unknown. 
1. To acquire knowledge persistently in order to become an educated and cultured 
citizen and to be of the greatest possible service to his country. 
2. To study diligently, to be punctual in attendance, and not arrive late for classes. 
3. To obey the instructions of the school principal and the teachers without 
question. 
4. To arrive at school with all the necessary textbooks and writing materials: to 
have everything ready for the lesson before the teacher arrives. 
5. To come to school clean, well groomed and neatly dressed. 
6. To keep his/her place in the classroom neat and tidy. 
7. To enter the classroom and take his/her place immediately after the bell rings: to 
enter and leave the classroom during the lesson only with the teacher's 
permission. 
8. To sit upright during the lesson... To listen attentively to the teacher's 
explanation and the other pupils' answers, and not to talk or let his/her 
attention wander to other things. 
9. To rise when the teacher... Enters or leaves the room. 
10. To stand to attention when answering the teacher: to sit down only with the 
teacher's permission; to raise his/her hand if he/she wishes to answer or ask a 
question. 
11. To be respectful to the school principal and the teachers. 
12. To be polite to his/her elders, to behave modestly and respectfully in school, in 
the street and in public places. 
13. Not to use coarse expression, not to smoke, not to gamble for money or other 
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things. 
14. To protect school property; to be careful of his/her personal things and the 
belongings of his fellow students. 
15. To be attentive and considerate of old people, small children, and the weak and 
the sick; to give them a seat on the bus or make way for them on the street, 
being helpful to them in every way. 
16. To obey his/her parents, to help them take care of his small brothers and 
sisters. 
17. To maintain order and cleanliness in rooms, to keep his/her clothes, shoes and 
bed neat and tidy. 
18. To cherish the honour of his/her school and class and defend it as his/her own. 
School, in effect, sorted out the young. All students attended classes through the 
eighth grade in their neighbourhood school. Students who showed great potential and 
achievement in art. music, athletics and foreign language could go to a special school that 
emphasised one of those disciplines. The educational monolith, in which every Soviet 
pupil turned the same page of the same standard textbook on the same day in every 
school across eleven time zones, did make room for the precocity of exceptional students 
(Bennet. 1996). 
A battery of tests at the end of the eighth grade determined a student's next step. 
For most families this became a time of intense anxiety and personal cost. Tutors were 
hired by many parents. If students achieved low scores, they might enter a vocational 
school for a period of one or two years. These schools prepared their students for 
factory and service jobs. Those who fared better on the exams could gain admission to a 
more advanced training school that usually lasted four years. Graduates would enter 
careers as tradesmen. Exceptionally good students would continue in high school where 
the winnowing would begin anew upon the completion of a high school program. Less 
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than 20 per cent of the graduates would enter one of the country's universities. Moscow 
State University and the Foreign Relations Institute, both in Moscow, were considered 
the most prestigious. There were also more than 800 prestigious technical institutes for 
degrees in areas such as engineering and computer prognunrning (Gershunsky, 1993). 
An academic curriculum, rigid assessment, excessive homework, group 
competitiveness, strict discipline, and polytechnical training were the characteristic 
features of the Soviet school. Rote learning, speed, continuous assessment, and high pass 
rates were prioritized. These were the ideals. The Ministry of Education did not accept 
IQ or heredity as factors influencing pass rates. It was generally accepted that if students 
were unsuccessful the teacher was ineffective. Success was achieved through hard work, 
concentration, diligence and perseverance on the part of the student and rigid demands 
from the teacher. Pupil conduct was a very serious matter as unquestioning obedience, 
full attention and loyalty to the teacher and school were expected. "The school, from the 
director down to a Pioneer group leader, the parents, and classmates exerted a great deal of 
psychological pressure on failing students" (Zajda. 1980, p. 81). 
Gorbachev's plans for a restructured and more open society in Russia included ideas 
for a complementary school system. He supported new programs which planned to 
stabilize and develop education in Russia. Education was, as always, a topic of passion 
for educators and parents and many considered the existing system to be authoritarian and 
obsolete. Innovative teachers were acknowledged because of their more humane and 
cooperative teaching methods. In Moscow, and throughout Russia, local authorities were 
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given more power, private initiative was encouraged and curriculum changes were made 
that hopefully provided for the changing needs of children (Nikandrov. in press) 
Educators hoped that the social movement fed by Gorbachev's perestroika could 
create a more democratic and humane socialism. Perhaps a system that was once so 
saturated with communist doctrine could now be founded on respect for the rights and 
needs of individuals. This social movement progressed, as economic and political 
changes enveloped the county (Sokolova, 1993). 
However, by 1991 the Soviet Union was in a deep political and economic crisis. The 
abolition of the Union happened almost overnight. Boris Yeltsin was democratically 
elected as the first Russian president and, within a year of his leadership, a new Law on 
Education (as noted earlier) was developed. 
The Law on Education adopted in 1992 and amended in 1996 proclaimed a more 
humanistic concept of education. Nikandrov (in press) provides a translation of the 
priorities stated in the law: 
Priority of general human values, of man's life and health, of free 
personal development; education of love for one's country; protection by 
education of national cultures and regional tradition under the conditions of 
multi-culturalism in the country; free access of education to all, adaptivity of 
the educational system to students abilities and development; secular 
Education in state-run and municipal institutions of education; freedom and 
pluralism in education; democratic state and society oriented administration 
of education and autonomy of educational institutions. 
Aleksandr Nekrich states in his article. Schools in Motion (1994, p. 48) that the 
"new system of education is called upon to protect the national cultures and regional 
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cultural traditions within a unified federal culture and educational space". He states that 
the principle of freedom and pluralism could now be enforced. The state was still to 
guarantee the right to a free general education and, on a competitive basis, a vocational 
education within the limits of the state's standards. The right to obtain an education in 
one's native language was announced. Support for those in need was to be continued 
during the time an education was being obtained and differences in students" abilities were 
to be acknowledged. Nekrich states that the principle of enrollment selection in 
accordance with student ability is nothing new. There had been model schools, and these 
schools were an inseparable part of the Soviet nomenklatura state, just like the model 
collective farms, state farms, and the Kremlin hospitals and sanitoriums. 
The Russian Federation's Law on Education spoke directly to the inclusion of an 
elite education for highly gifted children. Paragraph 7 of the Law on Education reads: 
"The state shall encourage the provision of an elite education for citizens who manifest 
outstanding abilities" (Nikandrov. in press). Although many educators believed that these 
programs could become hotbeds of sedition, many realized that by supporting talent the 
state could gain a direct benefit. International recognition for talent in the fields of 
athletics, fine arts, mathematics, natural science, political science, and economics could be 
heightened. New levels of expertise could be acquired that encompassed ideas and 
methodologies that fit with a market economy and entrepreneurial activity. Students 
were no longer compelled to join socio-political organizations. The requirements obtained 
from the above noted youth groups would no longer be needed to gain admittance to some 
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higher educational institutions. 
This progressive mood did not last long because promises for increased educational 
funding were not kept. Following the decree for the Law of Education, only 3.9 per cent 
of Russia's national income was budgeted by the Russian Federation for maintenance of 
all types of educational establishments. Pre-schools and kindergartens were forced to 
close because of shortages, high costs and the disrepair of buildings. Qualified teachers 
were difficult to find. The avalanche-like growth in prices forced many teachers into 
poverty. Teachers were forced to leave their profession in droves, hoping to find better 
paying jobs. Teaching materials and equipment were insufficient and outdated and the 
level of teacher training was not satisfying students and parents (Gershunsky, 1993). 
Boris Gershunsky shares this insight in his article Russia in Darkness... On 
Education and the Future: 
As a result of deformed tasks set before school education, wrong 
relationships in schools, poor material provision of the majority of 
schools, and low qualifications of the teaching staff, the Russian school 
fails to perform its main social functions—to develop and realize the 
pupils' individual abilities, their socialization, vocational self 
determination, and to give them access to culture. As a result, most of 
the senior schoolchildren, in excess of 90 per cent, do not consider 
school education to be conducive to their development and realization 
of their abilities... . The program and methodological provision of 
Russian schools is deplorable. (1993, p. 71) 
The new and progressive goals decreed by the Law of Education were thought to be 
unclear. Plans to formulate these goals were even less clear. Schools attempted to 
develop new curricula but professional development for implementation was limited and 
resources were difficult if not impossible to find. As one teacher summarized for me, 
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"teachers quickly fell back in to the old way of doing things." 
That thinking was shared by many of the Russian educators that I had an 
opportunity to meet during my three year stay in Moscow. Although some teachers did 
report that they had included in their programs topics of personal interest, for the most 
part any change in methodology or curriculum was minute. For example, one school that 
I visited had attempted to implement a school-wide theme based on environmental 
concerns. Most of the teachers at that school were unconvinced that these kind of 
programs held much value. Time limitations and a lack of resources limited success. 
Though non-standard or "innovative" practices were tried and in some cases 
flourished, new frustrations did became evident and are very visible today. Limited 
educational resources and poorly paid teachers made the challenge of "innovation" 
unrealistic. R. KH. Shakurov frankly states in his article Which Dictates the Conditions: 
Chaos or Market: 
The general education school today is failing to accomplish its tasks; it 
is not capable of supplying the technicums and higher educational 
institutions with adequately prepared graduates. Indeed, the lack of 
financial resources; the acute shortage of equipment, instruments, 
furniture, construction materials and tools; the deterioration and 
obsolescence of textbooks, the decline of methodological literature, 
visual aids and the haste of in which courses had been introduced have 
created conditions that cause much frustration for educators. This 
combined with low teacher salaries, reduced incentives to work, lack of 
confidence in tomorrow, apathy and indifference has resulted in a crisis 
within the public education system. (1994. p. 63) 
Also, there were reported breakdowns in interactions with administrative bodies and 
outside enterprises and organizations. Often local businesses and factories would 
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sponsor schools in their area, providing equipment and material aid. These sponsorships 
have declined and the opportunity for student practical training and job assignment for 
graduates has diminished (Shakurov, 1994). 
Teachers I spoke with reported that public schools see fewer qualified instructors. 
Many programs simply cannot be offered as there is no one to teach the course. Teachers 
are unwilling to improve their expertise, make use of new methods or work to develop 
themselves professionally when the working conditions are so demanding and their salary 
is so low. It is understandable that few educators are working to humanize and 
democratize the teaching process with new methodology. 
It was reported that teachers lacked the dynamic, creative, self directing and hard­
working professional traits necessary to bring about change and modernization. As Read 
(1993. p. 15) states: "Some continue to bravely soldier in the classrooms waiting for 
decisions and directions to come from above." Shakurov concurs with this summary, 
"Most people continue to live with the old methodological baggage, which is primarily 
authoritarian (1994. p. 67). Their comments are arguable but heavily supported. 
I.F. Dement'Eva in The Schools Under Conditions of the Market, expressed a mixed 
view of the changes that were to be implemented after the Law on Education was passed: 
"The work of pedagogical collectives is becoming invigorated, interesting innovations in 
the organization of students' instruction are coming into being, forms of interaction 
between the schools and parents are being perfected" (1994, p. 43). However, 
Dement* Eva also acknowledged that there was much confusion and that a successful 
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implementation of new programming must involve a focus on teachers" working 
conditions. Dement*Eva reports that teachers were dissatisfied with the pay system, 
schedules, benefits, pension security and insurance and this dissatisfaction had led to 
widespread apathy. 
In 1993 E.S. Sokolova and V.M. Likhacheva, research associates with the Scientific 
Research Centre of the Komsomol Central Committee Institute of Youth, distributed a 
questionnaire to school students. He found that students want their "schools to be 
better, studies to be more interesting, and school life to be better."' Half of his surveyed 
participants indicated that they liked their school but they "want lessons to be conducted 
better, relations with teachers to be better and the kids to be more respected and given 
greater independence."" (1991, p. 14) 
Teachers complained that though the "knowledge level remains a most important 
terminal value for their students; in everyday life, this knowledge often fails to find 
practical application"" (Nikandrov, in press). Fewer students are linking their level of 
education to opportunities for a career. 
Kovaleva (1994, p. 19) states: "A process of devaluation of education in young 
peoples" consciousness is emerging." He also reports that education in Russia lacks the 
conditions necessary for normal functioning given the economic crisis the country is 
experiencing. He believes that the long absence of a modem, normative-legal basis of 
education, many years of the left-over principle of education financing, and the declarative 
character of defining the sphere of education as a high-priority social institution have all 
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taken their toll. 
Many schools in Moscow and throughout Russia are in need of major repairs and 
some offer hazardous conditions. Natalya Shulyakovskaya reported in The Moscow 
Times (April, 1998, p. 20), that researchers with the Moscow Radon Research Complex 
had discovered dangerously high levels of radon in School No. 184 in north Moscow. 
Using a hand-held radiometer that picks up gamma radiation and a radon analyzer, 
researchers found that the levels were dangerously high; the analyzer showing 273 
becquerel. The reaction and only plan of action from the school director was, "We will 
ventilate." The report in The Moscow Times also stated that Radon is blamed for 
approximately 10 per cent of all lung cancer deaths in a year in the United States and the 
numbers are growing of those suffering from the disease in Moscow. In 1997, Mayor 
Yury Luzhkov had initiated a program directed at studying radon but no additional 
funding was presented. 
Many schools are plagued by plumbing, heating and sewer systems that are in 
hazardous conditions. Kitchens are outdated and there are too many cases of 
"mysterious illnesses" being reported. Valeria Korchagina, a staff writer for The 
Moscow Times, reported in February, 1998, that residents of a large section of eastern 
Moscow had suffered headaches, nausea and rashes. Some schools had been closed as the 
result of a "mysterious, foul smelling gas, apparently leaking from sewage" (The Moscow 
Times. February 10, 1998, p. 3). Vladimir Chikunov, the director of a school on 
Fryazevskaya Ulitsa was reported as saying: "some of the children even had 
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nosebleeding. Teachers, too, have been suffering from high blood pressure and sore 
throats. Almost all of the students have sore eyes" (The Moscow Times. February 10, 
1998. p. 3). City officials complained that they lacked the equipment that could 
establish the precise chemical contents of the gas and that they did not have enough cars 
to go to locations when people called (The Moscow Times. February 10, 1998, p. 3). 
In 1991. The Institute of Youth's Scientific Research Centre in Moscow surveyed 
over 1300 students between the ages of 14 and 17. The Institute was looking for the 
factors that caused the greatest dissatisfaction among students. The responses included: 
the lack of the right to choose school subjects and teachers, the lack of a necessary 
material base and up-to-date equipment, the quality of the cafeteria, the dissatisfaction 
with the organization of the school process and the quality of teaching and the deplorable 
state of their school buildings. The expense for their parents was also a major concern. 
Students who plan on continuing their education must spend hours with tutors because 
"we do not learn what we need to in school" (Kovaleva, 1994. p. 11). It seems that the 
conditions have continued to deteriorate since 1991. 
A headline in The Moscow Times (June 10. 1998. p. 9) states: "Student's Strike for 
Fear of Being Left Behind." Journalist Boris Kagarlitsky reported that "striking students 
were frustrated with a system of education that was directed toward meeting the needs of 
a developed industrialized society." Many of these students are very vocal in their 
dissatisfaction. Numerous articles in The Moscow Times speak to the plight of the 
frustrated Russian student (see Selected Bibliography for examples). 
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An increasingly dishevelled economy and decreased industrial production have 
resulted in a large number of the intelligentsia feeling that they are redundant. University 
professors can earn far more driving a gypsy cab than they can instructing at an 
educational institution. Teachers must often tutor for long hours or try to find a second 
job as their salaries are so low. Indeed, many teachers across Russia are not receiving 
their salary on a regular basis. 
However, some of the young that were so restricted under the Soviet Regime have 
embraced the changes and have taken advantage of the market and private enterprise that 
has opened new opportunities. Most of these young people claim their knowledge of a 
foreign language is their best asset. Foreign companies new to Moscowr and the rest of 
Russia seem to arrive on a daily basis, hoping to capitalize on the huge potential market. 
These companies need a bilingual staff to help run their corporations and Russian law 
dictates the need for Russian partners in business and industry. Educators are leaving 
their professional positions in droves to find employment with a foreign company that 
offers a better salary and a higher level of security. 
The influx of foreign investment has provided jobs for some but many young 
students today feel that they have few prospects for making a career. Some argue that the 
best positions are already occupied by young people who advanced during the last years 
of Soviet power. Some believe that chances for upward mobility have actually decreased 
as they watch their well-educated parents trading in contraband textiles at the corner 
kiosk. Since 1960, most of the courses in Pedagogical institutes have been extended to 
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five years. However, these institutes are seeing a sharp decline in the number of students 
who plan on a career in public education. How many prospective teachers can afford to 
spend five years in a demanding post-secondary program? Certified teachers are also 
expected to continue their education and improve their skills. Refresher courses are 
offered and in-service is part of a teacher's continuing education. Teachers are 
complaining bitterly that the monetary compensation is too low for the demands of the 
job. In-service for teachers has declined and is considered by some as a "waste of time." 
"Five years of hard work in courses that are outdated only to work in horrible conditions 
for nothing...why would I become a teacher?'" is how one teacher put it to me. 
This sad statement reflects much about the perceptions of teachers in Moscow 
regarding the current state of public education. In one decade these teachers have 
witnessed the break up of the Soviet Union, the end of communist rule, the emergence of 
a democratic, free market economy, and the resulting changes for their students. The 
predictions for the future are as overwhelming. As Kovaleva reports. "In the context of 
future and societal changes in Russia, the painful transition to the market economy, and 
the overall decline in the standard of living, we may anticipate that the crisis in the 
Russian system of Education will worsen in subsequent years" (1994. p. 19). 
Gorbachev's hopes for a more open and restructured Soviet Union have produced 
remarkable changes. Unforseen and negative results include an economy in ruins, political 
and social unrest, and impoverished schools and teachers. Many teachers believe that 
Gorbachev's reforms have failed to bring any improvement. This painful transition to a 
market economy has resulted in a lower standard of living for most of Moscow's students 
and their teachers. 
The teachers who have participated in this study have much to say about this crisis. 
They are passionate about their students, passionate about their country and will be 
instrumental in guiding the future leaders of Russia if we believe that: "World experience 
has shown that the state of young people's education is of crucial importance to the 
modernization of society" (Kovaleva, 1994, p. 20). Clarification about current teachers 
perceptions is valuable as Russia attempts to overcome so many obstacles that threaten 
the future and modernization of its society. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the research design, research sample, 
ethical considerations, and methodological limitations. 
The research began in September 1997 with the distribution of a questionnaire to 
Russian teachers, all nationals, living in Moscow, Russia. Data was also collected from 
personal interviews with a select group of these Russian teachers. A Russian translator 
was hired to assist with the verbal and written translations, the distribution and collection 
of the questionnaires, and as a guide to and from the interview sites. 
Questionnaire 
This is a descriptive study which used a questionnaire (Appendix A) to survey 
Russian teachers regarding their perceptions of the changes in post-communist Russia and 
the resulting implications for public education in Moscow, Russia. The questionnaire 
used was developed by Kas Mazurek of The University of Lethbridge. Alberta 
(Mazurek & Majorek. ongoing). His questionnaire was originally distributed to teachers-
in-training at four Polish Universities. I modified his instrument to speak to a Russian 
sample and the questionnaire was translated into Russian before distribution. 
Thirty-seven items from Mazurek's 51 item survey (on a Likert type 5 point scale) 
were used to determine the perceptions of Moscow teachers of the economic and political 
situation in Russia and the current state and future prospects of schooling and teachers. 
The questions were then grouped into the following categories: 
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• Teachers" perceptions of changes within Russia. 
• Teachers" perceptions of communism and the future of communism in Russia. 
• Teachers" perceptions on democracy in Russia. 
• Teachers* perceptions of schooling, students and teachers in general in Moscow. 
• Teachers' perceptions regarding creditation and training of educators in Russia. 
• Teachers* perceptions of their responsibilities as educators in Russia. 
• Teachers" perceptions of the future of their individual professional lives. 
Sample 
The target population consisted of certified teachers currently teaching in the public 
school system in Moscow and teachers who had left the public school system. Those 
who were not employed as teachers in the public system were either teaching in private 
schools or had left the profession altogether. 
Six hundred surveys were distributed to public schools in Moscow. The initial 
return rate on the first 300 surveys was less than 2 per cent. Three hundred more 
surveys were then distributed in a much more involved process that took nearly 7 
months. Russian colleagues and friends were approached by the translator and me. We 
then asked these individuals if they could distribute the surveys to certified teachers 
whom they knew. We found that we had little hope of seeing a return unless there was 
some kind of a "personal connection.** Teachers were simply not prepared to complete 
the survey otherwise. The networking began and many hours were spent travelling to the 
Moscow districts distributing and collecting the completed surveys. The return rate was 
dependant on the personal delivery and pick up of each survey because the mail system 
in Moscow can be unreliable. We were able to see a return of 103 surveys from a total of 
600 that were eventually distributed. The final return rate was 17 percent. 
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Interviews 
Interviews began as structured discussions and in most cases ended as storytelling 
sessions as the interviewees were encouraged to share their professional and personal 
histories. Specific questions were asked regarding the participant's schooling history, 
family and financial background, teaching specialization, employment history, and current 
employment status. The previously noted seven categories (into which the survey 
questions were grouped) were then used as a basis for further discussion during the 
interview. 
Most of the 27 interviews were conducted in the private homes of the participants 
with a Russian translator present. This format allowed a level of comfort for each 
participant that might not have been experienced in a more formal setting. The interview 
times ranged from one hour to five hours as Russian cultural mores call for a casual 
approach to such discussion. Participants were presented with a small gift of flowers, 
wine or chocolates upon my arrival to their homes. Russian social niceties dictate such 
gestures. 
The invitations for the interviews were arranged by colleagues who had friends or 
relatives in the public teaching profession in Moscow. I believe that the success of the 
interview process was facilitated by the fact that I lived and was employed in Moscow 
and was fortunate enough to have met and befriended many Russian nationals. The 
frustrations that plague foreign researchers are well known. Russia is a difficult place to 
conduct this kind of study. 
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The translator who was hired to assist with the interviews was a certified Russian 
teacher who was instrumental in arranging many contacts, travel plans and interview 
times. The translator was invaluable as countless hours were saved because of her 
knowledge of the transportation system in Moscow and her ability to gain entrance into 
the mazes of Russian buildings. The actual interviews involved extensive support of this 
translator. Even if subjects spoke English to some degree, the nuances of the language 
required for academic research required the intervention of a fully bilingual translator. 
The interviews were audio-recorded and then translated from Russian into English. I 
also kept notes from each interview as many of the participants offered so much that I 
wanted a written record of the questions that arose from the different interviews. Often 
the discussions would bring up issues that I would refer to in subsequent interviews. The 
stories that were shared could become the basis for further research. 
Analysis of Data 
The data from the 51 item Likert type questionnaire was tabulated and then 
computer analyzed using the SPSS for Macintosh version 6.1.1. Demographic data from 
the questionnaires were tabulated and summarized. The frequency of answers generated 
by the participants was used to determine what teachers* perceptions and attitudes were 
within seven categories of questions. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
used to determine if there were statistical differences between perceptions of teachers 
based on their age. Means, frequencies, standard deviations, and reliability were generated. 
Comments from the interview questions were grouped in the same categories as the 
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data collected from the surveys. Interviewed subjects were encouraged to share their 
insights and stories and were not limited to answering questions derived from the 
categories of the survey. 
Ethical Considerations 
Approval for this study was gained from the Human Subject Research Committee. 
Faculty of Education, University of Lethbridge. Permission to distribute the surveys was 
granted by the heads of the Russian schools that were involved in the study. The heads 
of these schools would not, however, assist in the distribution of the survey within their 
schools except for two cases where I knew the principal. 
The translator who was hired explained to each interview participant the purpose of 
the research and how the results were going to be used. A cover letter (Appendix A) was 
attached to each survey. This letter further outlined the purpose of the study and 
clarified my association with the University of Lethbridge. It was made clear to the 
participants that individuals would not be identified. Questionnaires were coded to 
represent the different professional groupings (teachers presently employed in the public 
schools in Moscow, teachers presently working in private schools, teachers who had left 
the profession). All participants were assured that their participation was completely 
confidential. 
Limitations 
It cannot be assumed that modern Moscow mirrors the rest of Russia. Similarly, the 
teaching profession in Moscow is not necessarily comparable to the profession elsewhere 
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in Russia. Moscow is a massive city which works as the heart of a huge country within 
which there are stark differences between rural and urban populations. This study is 
limited to the particular perceptions of a convenience sample of teachers in Moscow. As 
suggested above, their perceptions are not necessarily representative of those held by 
teachers of smaller rural and urban centres. 
Moscow is seen as a "city of foreigners'* by Russians living elsewhere. It is very 
much under the international spotlight and the influx of foreigners has changed the 
complexion of the city dramatically. It is a simplification to suggest that the political, 
economic and social situation in Moscow is a microcosm of what one finds in greater 
Russia. It should be noted, however, that some of the teachers who completed the survey 
and consented to the personal interviews received their teacher training and, in some 
cases, once taught in institutions and schools outside of Moscow. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS 
The purpose of this descriptive study is to examine the perceptions of selected 
Moscow educators regarding public education and society in Russia. Teachers were 
surveyed and interviewed regarding the following: 
This chapter provides data analyses from the questionnaire and includes a 
description of the sample, a discussion of the seven categories of questions used to 
determine teachers' perceptions, and a discussion of the interviews with the teachers. A 
one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was undertaken using teachers' ages as the 
independent variable. Only statistically significant results are reported. The quantitative 
and qualitative measures are integral components of the study. The interviews support 
the empirical data and reveal nuances in teachers" attitudes and perceptions which are 
subtle and telling in the interpretation of the data. 
Description of Sample 
Questionnaires (n=600) were distributed to Russian national teachers in Moscow 
who were teaching in public schools, who were teaching in private schools or had at one 
time taught in public schools in Moscow. The teachers were all residents of Moscow. 
Teachers 
Teachers 
Teachers 
Teachers 
Teachers 
Teachers 
Teachers 
perceptions of changes within Russia. 
perceptions of communism and the future of communism in Russia, 
perceptions on democracy in Russia. 
perceptions of schooling, students and teachers in general in Moscow, 
perceptions regarding creditation and training of educators in Russia, 
perceptions of their responsibilities as educators in Russia, 
perceptions of the future of their individual professional lives. 
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Russia, and had received their teaching diplomas from Pedagogical Institutes in Russia. 
The sample was divided into three categories of certified teachers: group one - public 
education teachers currently teaching; group two - private education teachers currently 
teaching; and group three - teachers who had left the profession. Public education teachers 
comprised the largest group (64%) in the sampled population. Private education teachers 
comprised 28% of the sample and teachers who had left the field comprised 8% of the 
sample. 
One hundred and three questionnaires were returned for a return rate of 17 percent. 
Respondents were asked to identify their gender, age, teaching specialization, level of 
specialization, first year of schooling, parental income and parental background. The 
majority of the respondents were female ( 92%). The largest age group represented 
(33%) was in the 37 to 51 year age range. 
There were seven categories of teaching specialization: Mathematics, Physics. 
Chemistry; Biology, Geography; Russian Language and Literature; History, Social 
Studies; Pedagogy, Psychology; Music. Arts; and Other. The largest group of 
respondents (24%) indicated that they were specialized in the category of "Other". The 
second largest group (22%) were specialized in the category of "Russian Language and 
Literature. Other sizable groups include "Mathematics, Physics. Chemistry,'' (14%) and 
"History, Social Studies," (12%). 
There were four categories of level of specialization. The majority (68%) of the 
respondents' level of specialization was at the Middle School Level. Primary school 
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teachers (19%). University/College instructors (10%) and other ( 3%) made up the rest of 
the sample. 
Surveyed respondents were also asked questions regarding their own first year of 
schooling, their parental income, and their parents" social background. The majority 
(89%) began their first year of schooling (Grade 1) in a city. Most (60%) described their 
parents as having an average income and most (67%) described their parents as being 
peasants. Nearly all of the respondents (95%) indicated that their parents were originally 
Russian born. 
Perceptions 
The perceptions and attitudes of the surveyed participants were determined using 37 
items from a 51 item questionnaire using a 5 point Likert-type scale. A select group of 27 
teachers supplemented the data collected from the survey instrument through an 
interview process. 
The instrument was originally developed by professor K. Mazurek of the 
University of Lethbridge but, for the purpose of this study, Mazurek's questions were 
reworded to reflect the situation in Russia. As well. 14 statements from the Mazurek 
instrument were deemed irrelevant for this study. The excluded statements spoke to the 
issues of religion, ethnic violence in Eastern Europe, social class divisions, the unification 
of East and West Germany, and political threats to and by Russia. 
Although the data collected from the excluded statements is of interest to this 
researcher, this study focuses only on teachers" perceptions regarding the following seven 
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themes: societal changes in Russia; the future of communism in Russia: democracy in 
Russia; schooling, students and teachers in Moscow; creditation and training of Russian 
educators; responsibilities of educators; and the future of teachers* professional lives in 
Moscow. It was decided to categorize the individual questions from the survey into these 
themes as presentation and discussion of the data collected would be facilitated and 
themes rather than individual questions would facilitate the interview process. 
For each of the survey items, respondents were asked to choose a response which 
indicated the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with the statements. Each 
statement was followed by a five point scale on which: 1 was strongly disagree. 2 was 
disagree, 3 was undecided. 4 was agree, and 5 was strongly agree. The presentation of the 
results is simplified by the grouping of strongly agree with agree and strongly disagree 
with disagree. Frequencies of responses are presented as percentages. The seven 
categories or themes were reworded into a question format to facilitate discussion during 
the interviews. 
The responses to the 37 questions from the surveys were then examined using a one­
way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine if there were any significant differences 
in interactions between the questions and the age of the respondent. Age was considered 
a critical factor in that the older the teacher, the longer he or she worked within the 
communist regime. A significance level of .05 was set for this study. Levels of .90 and 
above were also of high interest. 
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Survey Results 
Category I: Teachers' perceptions of changes within Russia 
The six statements on the survey that related to teachers" perceptions and attitudes 
towards the changes within Russia are as follows: 
• The changes in Russia are superficial; deep down little has changed. 
• For the average person, there will be little difference between living in Russia 
when it was a communist state and life in post-communist Russia. 
• The changes which have occurred in Russia over the last decade were not 
really the result of Gorbachev's initiatives as such changes would have 
taken place regardless of who was in power. 
The failed August coup (1991) in Russia confirms that changes in Russia 
are irreversible. 
The recent changes in Eastern Europe are so complex that I feel I do not 
really understand them. 
• The changes in Russia are irreversible. 
The media report profound changes in education and society in Moscow since the 
end of communist rule in Russia. Indeed, few articles or reports in the media speak of 
little else when discussing society in Russia ( see Selected Bibliography for examples). 
The Lethbridge Herald, for example, ran a full page article entitled "Meltdown in 
Russia"" (March 9. 1999). The premise of the article stated: "in less than a decade Russia 
has gone from superpower to near-bankrupt basket case pleading for food aid from its 
former enemies." The article went on to state that "at its peak, the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics occupied a sixth of the world's land surface, its military and industrial 
power rivalled the United States and it projected communist ideology as an alternative 
way of life for all people living under western style capitalism" (The Lethbridge Herald. 
March 9, 1999, p.A8). 
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Few can doubt the achievements of this former superpower. However, the 
complexion of Russia has severely changed given the Reconstruction policies of 
Gorbachev, the demise of communism in Russia and the move to a free market economy 
by the supposably democratic-minded Yelstin. Russian citizens are living the changes 
and teachers* perceptions of these changes are important. 
Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations for the questions related to these 
changes. 
Table 1 
Teachers' Perceptions of Changes Within Russia 
Quest ion N M sd 
10. The changes in Russia are superficial: deep down little has changed. 9 4 3.4 1.04 
13. For the average person, there will be little difference between living in Russia 
when it was a communist state and life in post communist Russia. 
100 2.1 .96 
21. The changes which have occurred in Russia over the last decade were not 
really the result o f Gorbachev's initiatives as such changes would have taken 
place regardless of who was in power. 
101 3.1 1.02 
23. The failed August coup in Russia confirms that changes in Russia are 
irreversible 
101 3.1 .91 
30. The recent changes in Eastern Europe are so complex that I feel I do not really 
understand them. 
102 3.0 .95 
31. The changes in Russia are irreversible. 102 3.3 .84 
M= Mean 
As the means and large standard deviations indicate, the responses to the questions 
in Category 1: Teachers* Perceptions of Changes Within Russia, were somewhat 
contradictory. Using the percentages of responses to each question, 61 per cent of the 
respondents agreed that the changes in Russian society are superficial, a higher percentage 
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(77%) did not believe that for the average person there would be little difference in living 
in communist Russia and post-communist Russia. Almost half of the respondents (48%) 
agreed that the changes in Russia are irreversible and 40 percent of the respondents felt 
that these changes were the results of initiatives undertaken by Gorbachev. An almost 
equal percentage agreed (36%) as disagreed (35%) that they understood the recent and 
complex social changes in Eastern Europe and in Russia. Almost half of the respondents 
agreed (47%) with the statement: "The failed August coup (1991) in Russia confirms the 
changes in Russia are irreversible." 
Category II: Teachers' perceptions on communism and the future of communism 
The second category of statements in the survey related to teachers* perceptions of 
communism and the future of communism. Seven statements were included in this 
category: 
• Russia's liberation from Communist domination could not have taken place without 
glasnost and perestroika. 
• The communist party will never again form the government of Russia. 
• The fall of the communist state in Russia is the result of actions and initiatives by 
Russians, it is not the result of external forces and circumstances. 
• Even if the Soviet Union had not developed the attitude of glasnost and the policy of 
perestroika, the communist state would have fallen in other Eastern European 
countries. 
The fall of the communist state in Russia is a desirable development. 
• The Russian people will be better off now that the communist state in Russia has 
ended. 
• Communism will remain a viable political force in parts of Eastern Europe. 
The future of communism in Russia and Eastern Europe is an issue explored in the 
media and is of concern to the entire world. Russians may be considered '"free" today but 
a variety of opinion polls show that almost two-thirds of those surveyed are "nostalgic 
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for Soviet-era welfare, social order, and the pride of being part of a superpower" (The 
Lethbridge Herald, March 9, 1999, p.A8). 
As the means and standard deviations indicate in Table 2, there is a wide variety in 
responses to the questions in Category II. 
Table 2 
Teachers' Perceptions on Communism and the Future of Communism 
Q u e s t i o n s N M sd 
1. Russia's liberation from Communist domination could have not taken 
place without glasnost and perestroika. 
100 3.7 1.02 
5. The communist party will never again form the government of Russia. 102 3.4 .89 
7. The fall o f the communist state in Russia is the result of actions and 
initiatives by Russians, it is not the result of external forces and 
circumstances. 
100 3.2 1.0 
23.The failed August coup in Russia confirms that changes in Russia are 
irreversible 
101 3.1 .91 
34.Even if the Soviet Union had not developed the attitude o f glasnost 
and the policy of perestroika. the communist state would have fallen in 
other Eastern European countries. 
100 3.5 .80 
47.The fall of the communist state in Russia is a desirable development. 102 3.5 .90 
49. The Russian people will be better off now thai the communist state 
has ended. 
101 2.3 1.04 
51. Communism will remain a viable political force in parts o f Eastern 
Europe. 
102 2.6 .95 
The majority of the respondents (67%) surveyed agreed that Russia's liberation 
from Communist domination could not have taken place without glasnost and perestroika. 
However, only slightly more than half (52%) agreed that if the Soviet Union had not 
developed the attitude of glasnost and the policy of perestroika, the communist system 
would have failed in other European countries. Respondents were largely undecided 
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(45%) or in agreement (40%) that the communist party would never again form the 
government of Russia. When asked if the fall of the communist state was a desirable 
development over half (59%) agreed. A similar percentage of the respondents (55%) 
agreed that Russian people will be better off given the end of communist rule in Russia. 
Few respondents (14%) agreed that communism would indeed remain a viable force in 
Eastern Europe. Less than half of the respondents (45%) agreed that the fall of 
communist rule in Russia was the result of actions and initiatives by Russians as opposed 
to the result of external forces or circumstances. 
Category III: Teachers' perceptions on democracy in Russia. 
The third category of statements in the survey related to democratic forces 
within Russia. Four statements spoke to the influence of these democratic forces in 
Russia. 
• In my lifetime, Russia will become a true democracy. 
• Russia is now a true democracy. 
• Democratic forces are responsible for the fall of the communist state in Russia. 
• Today, Russians are free. 
The Communist party had tried to manage every aspect of life for the citizens of the 
Soviet Union. Since the demise of communism in Russia, Russian citizens are considered 
to be "more free" than any time in their history. This rocky transition from state-
control to a more democratic form of leadership has created a well reported crisis in 
Russia (see Selected Bibliography). 
Slightly more than half of the respondents (56%) were undecided if Russia would 
become a true democracy in their lifetime. However, an almost equal number (23%) of 
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respondents agreed as (21 %) disagreed that they would see Russia as a true democracy. 
The results were significantly different when the question was restated: "Russia is now a 
true democracy" as 72 per cent of the respondents disagreed with this statement. This is 
supported by the responses to the statement: "Today, Russians are truly free," as 
slightly more than half of the respondents (54%) disagreed that Russians are truly free 
and only 7 per cent of the respondents were in agreement. Respondents were largely 
undecided (28%) or in agreement (57%) with the statement that "democratic forces are 
responsible for the fall of the communist state in Russia". 
Means and standard deviations for this category of statements are shown on Table 
3. The results indicate some scatter among the responses to the statements. 
Table 3 
Teachers 1 Perceptions on Democracy in Russia 
Question N M sd 
20. In my lifetime. Russia will become a true democracy. 100 3.0 .89 
22. Russia is now a true democracy. 102 2.0 .85 
28.Democratic forces are responsible for the fall of the communist state 
in Russia. 
101 3.5 1.01 
38.Today, Russians are truly free. 101 2.3 .87 
Category IV: Teachers' perceptions and attitudes towards schooling, students and 
teachers in general in Moscow 
Seven statement related to teachers's perceptions and attitudes towards schooling, 
students and teachers in general: 
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• The quality of education will become better now than it was under the communist 
state of Russia. 
• As a teacher. I have more professional freedom and autonomy than I would have had 
as a teacher in the communist state of Russia. 
• What has happened in Russia over the last half decade will affect me as a 
professional teacher. 
• Now that the communist state in Russia has fallen, schooling will be more objective 
and non-ideological. 
• Under the Russian communist state equality of educational opportunity for all 
Russian children existed. 
• In the communist Russian state, teachers disseminated a biased social viewpoint. 
• Equality of educational opportunity for Russian children will become greater now 
than it was in the communist state of Russia. 
The structure of the Soviet school system provided care for children from infancy 
through to adulthood. Pre-schools and kindergartens led the way to school proper. 
Prescribed texts and curriculums were consistent through the country and Communist 
party youth organizations were an integral part of the education process. Homework was 
mandated, attendance rates were high and portraits of Lenin were often the focal point of 
classrooms. 
The Soviet Union celebrated its literacy rate; teachers were purveyors of information 
and were well respected for their efforts. However, Soviet education was criticised for its 
authoritarian methodology and its limited focus in the areas of the social sciences, world 
history, literature, and creative problem-solving. Soviet educators recognized a need for 
change before the end of the Soviet state. Russian teachers7 responses to how that 
system of education has changed are valuable. 
The first question in this category stated: "The quality of education will become 
better now than it was under the communist state in Russia". Slightly more than half 
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(51%) of the respondents disagreed with this statement although 61% of the respondents 
agreed that, as teachers, they have more professional freedom and autonomy, now than 
when a communist state existed in Russia. A similar percentage (64%), agreed that what 
has happened in Russia over the last decade will affect them as professional teachers. 
An almost equal number of teachers responded as undecided (43%) as in agreement 
(42%) that schooling will become more objective and non-ideological now that the 
communist state has fallen. Slightly more than half (55%) agreed that during communist 
rule teachers voiced a pro-communist ideology. 
Most (77%) of the respondents were in agreement that, under the Russian 
communist state, equality of educational opportunity for all children existed. This was 
supported by the responses to the last item in this category which was similar, but 
negatively worded. Teachers disagreed (71%) that equality of educational opportunity 
for Russian children will become greater now than it was in the communist state of 
Russia. Means, standard deviations for each question in this category are shown on Table 
4. 
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Table 4 
Teachers' Perceptions and Attitudes Towards 
Schooling, Students and Teachers in General in Moscow 
Question N M sd 
4.The quality of education will become better now than it was under 
the communist state of Russia. 
101 2.5 1.01 
11. As, a teacher, I have more professional freedom and autonomy than 
I would have had as a teacher in the communist state of Russia. 
99 3.5 .95 
17. What has happened in Russia over the last decade will affect me as 
a professional teacher. 
100 3.6 1.04 
33 .Now that the communist state in Russia has fallen, schooling will 
be more objective and non-ideological 
102 3.3 .87 
36. Under the Russian communist state equality of educational 
opportunity for all Russian children existed. 
101 3.8 .95 
48. In the communist Russian state, teachers disseminated a biased 
social viewpoint. 
102 3.5 .87 
50.Equality of educational opportunity for Russian children will 
become greater now than it was in the communist state of Russia. 
100 2.0 .95 
Category V: Teachers' perceptions regarding creditation and training of educators 
in Russia 
Three statements on the survey focused upon teachers' perceptions regarding the 
creditation and training of Russian educators: 
• Teachers trained and hired under the communist regime in Russia should 
have their credentials and certification reviewed. 
• Professors in schools of pedagogy who were trained and hired under the communist 
regime in Russia should have their credentials and certification reviewed. 
• The education and training I received in my school of pedagogy has adequately 
prepared me to be a professional teacher in post-communist Russia. 
The almost revolutionary changes since the 1992 Law of Education was passed in 
Russia now allow public schools in Moscow the freedom to essentially invent their own 
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design. Curriculum and methodology will, without question, experience some transition. 
Because some teachers follow their students for up to three years it is important that 
those teachers are adequately trained to meet the needs of their students. 
Teachers were divided in their responses to the questions in Category V. More than 
half of the respondents (62%) disagreed that educators who were trained and hired under 
the communist regime in Russia should have their credentials and certification reviewed. 
When asked if professors in schools of pedagogy who were trained and hired under 
the communist regime in Russia should have their credentials and certification reviewed, 
teachers were again divided in their responses with slightly more than half (54%) 
disagreeing with the statement. The results were different when the respondents were 
asked if their own education and training had adequately prepared them as professional 
teachers in post-communist Russia. Few (10%) disagreed with the statement and 68% 
felt that their education and training had prepared them for teaching in today's Russia. 
Means and standard deviations indicate this wide scatter among the responses to the 
statements in this category. Table 5 presents these results. 
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Table 5 
Teachers' Perceptions Regarding Creditation 
and Training of Educators in Russia 
Question N M sd 
I4.Teachers trained and hired under the communist regime 
in Russia should have their credentials and certification 
reviewed. 
100 2.3 1.13 
42.Professors in schools of pedagogy who were trained and 
hired under the communist regime in Russia should have 
their credentials and certification reviewed. 
101 2.5 1.13 
46.The education and training I received in my school of 
pedagogy has adequately prepared me to be a professional 
teacher in post-communist Russia. 
100 3.8 .92 
Category VI: Teachers' perceptions of their responsibilities as educators in Russia 
Three statements on the survey related to teachers' perceptions of their 
responsibilities as educators in Russia. The means and standard deviations are shown on 
Table 6. 
• It is the responsibility of teachers to properly interpret the recent events in Eastern 
Europe and Russia for their students. 
• It is the responsibility of teachers to foster a sense of Russian nationalism in 
students. 
• It is the responsibility of teachers to instill proper values in their students. 
Russian teachers employed during "Soviet times" placed a heavy emphasis on 
vospitanie. The closest English translations of the term might be character education or 
upbringing. Vospitanie had as its stated aim the development of communist morality. 
Teachers were to ensure their students were knovvledgable, devoted, Soviet citizens who 
behaved altruistically. Values were taught and supported through the Communist youth 
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groups that were part of the educational process (Bronfenbrener, 1970). 
Teachers* responses to the questions in this category reflect a continued devotion to 
vospitanie. The majority (78%) were in agreement that it is the responsibility of teachers 
to interpret properly the recent events in Eastern Europe and Russia for their students. 
Respondents also strongly agreed ( 82%) that teachers have the responsibility to foster a 
sense of Russian nationalism in their students. Nearly all (94%) of the respondents 
agreed that teachers have the responsibility to instill proper values in their students. 
Table 6 
Teachers' Perceptions of Their 
Responsibilities as Educators in Russia. 
Question N M sd 
39.It is the responsibility of teachers to properly interpret the recent 
events in eastern Europe and Russia for their students. 
100 3.8 .69 
41.It is the responsibility of teachers to foster a sense of Russian 
nationalism in students. 
101 4.1 .61 
43.It is the responsibility of teachers to instill proper values in their 
students. 
101 4.3 .63 
Respondents were in strong agreement that teachers have the responsibility to 
interpret properly recent events in Eastern Europe; to foster a sense of Russian 
nationalism in their students; and to instill proper values in their students. As the means 
and standard deviations indicate in Table 6, there is less scatter within the responses. 
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Category VII : Teachers's perceptions of the future of their individual professional 
lives 
Seven statements on the survey focused on the perceptions and attitudes that 
teachers have regarding the future of their professional and personal lives. Means and 
standard deviations for the statements in this category are shown on Table 7. 
• Being a teacher in Russia will be more difficult over the next decade than it has been 
in the past decade. 
• Now that the communist state in Russia has fallen the school curriculum should be 
revised. 
• I am optimistic about the future of the teaching profession in Russia. 
• I understand the recent social changes in Eastern Europe and in Russia sufficiently 
well to accurately interpret them for my future students. 
• Teachers have an important role to play in shaping Russian society in the future. 
• I would rather be a teacher in the Russia of ten years ago than in the Russia of the 
year 2,000 A.D. 
• I am worried about the future of Russia. 
The latest economic crisis, which exploded in August, 1998, has exacerbated the 
problems Russia has experienced over the last decade. Media reports share with the 
world countless stories of poverty, crime, and horrific living conditions within the 
country. If we believe, as Solzhenitsyn (1991, p. 39 ) believes, "Teachers are the cream 
of the nation. They are people with a calling to whom we entrust our future," then 
teachers in Russia have an overwhelming task ahead of them. 
Respondents strongly felt that being a teacher in Russia over the next decade will be 
more difficult than it has been in the past decade as 76% agreed with the statement. They 
also largely agreed (71%) that, now that the communist state in Russia has fallen, the 
school curriculum should be revised. Few (9%) of the surveyed teachers disagreed with 
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the statement that the school curriculum was in need of revision. 
It is encouraging that the majority ( 60%) of the respondents were optimistic about 
the future of the teaching profession in Russia. However, this optimism was not reflected 
in the responses regarding the future of Russia. An overwhelming majority of the sample 
(96%) agreement with the statement: "I am worried about the future of Russia."* 
Half (51%) of the respondents believe that they understand the recent social changes 
in Eastern Europe well enough to accurately interpret them for their future students. This 
is an interesting result as teachers responded to a similar question in Category VI quite 
differently. A higher percentage (78%) responded in agreement that it is "their 
responsibility to interpret these events correctly.'* 
Most of the respondents (70%) were in agreement that teachers have an important 
role to play in shaping Russian society in the future. Responses were inconsistent but 
encouraging when teachers were asked if they would rather be a teacher in the Russia of 
ten years ago or in the Russia of the year 2,000 A.D. Only 33% of the respondents were 
in agreement with the statement and 40% disagreed. 
Means and standard deviations for the responses in this category are shown on 
Table 7. All but two of the statements show a significant scatter between those 
responses. 
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Table 7 
Teachers's Perceptions of the Future of their Individual Professional Lives 
Question N M sd 
9.Being a teacher in Russia will be more difficult over the next 
decade than it has been in the past decade. 
102 3.9 1.01 
19.Now that the communist state in Russia has fallen, the school 
curriculum should be revised. 
101 3.7 .87 
24.1 am optimistic about the future of the teaching profession in 
Russia. 
102 3.6 .88 
26.1 understand the recent social changes in Eastern Europe and in 
Russia sufficiently well to accurately interpret them for my future 
students. 
101 3.5 .67 
27. Teachers have an important role to play in shaping Russian 
society in the future. 
101 3.8 .81 
29. I would rather be a teacher in the Russia of ten years ago than in 
the Russia of the year 2.000 A.D. 
101 2.9 1.09 
37. I am worried about the future of Russia. 101 4.3 .58 
Generational Differences 
Age is considered a critical factor in that the older a teacher, the longer he or she 
worked within the communist regime. A one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
undertaken using teachers* ages as the variable. Teachers in the study spanned a broad 
range of ages as shown on Table 8. 
Table 8 
Ages of Respondents 
17-21 22-26 27-31 32-36 37- 51 51 - older 
9% | 9% 
! 
1 
8% 21% 33% 20% 
51 
As Table 8 indicates, the largest group of respondents were between the age of 37 
and 51 years. If the age groups were collapsed. 74 % of the respondents were 32 years of 
age or older. This second large group would have received their primary and secondary 
schooling under the communist regime. Certainly, a large group of these respondents 
would have received their post-secondary training under the communist regime as well. 
All of the questions in the survey were analyzed using one way analysis of 
variance. Only statistically significant results are reported, as shown in Table 9. 
Table 9 
ANOVA x age 
Question N M SD SS F 
Q
.
 
22. Russia is now a true democracy. 102 2.0 .859 74.5 2.3 .046 
28. Democratic forces are responsible for the 
fall o f communist state in Russia. 
101 3.5 1.01 102.6 2.9 .016 
36.Under the Russian communist state 
equality of educational opportunity for all 
Russian children existed. 
101 3.8 .952 90.7 3.3 .007 
14.Teachers trained and hired under the 
communist regime in Russia should have 
their credentials and certification reviewed. 
100 2.3 1.13 128.4 2.3 .046 
27.Teachers have an important role to play 
in shaping Russian society in the future. 
101 3.8 .817 66.7 3.2 .008 
37.1 am worried about the future of Russia. 101 4.3 .580 33.7 2.3 .049 
As Table 9 indicates, respondents showed significant differences according to age on 
two broad types of statements: those relating to the reasons for the fall of communism 
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and those relating to the place of the educator in society. It appears that the older the 
respondent, the more likely that respondent was to agree with the statement. Note that 
statements 22. 14, and 37 are somewhat questionable in their significance. 
The one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) also produced interesting results to two 
of the questions on the survey in that the F probability was very high. Teachers, 
regardless of their age, largely responded the same way to the statement: "The communist 
party will never again form the government of Russia, ( F= 5.95, p = .965). Similar 
results (F= 5.95, p= .900) were discovered when teachers responded to the statement 
that asked if they would rather be a teacher in the Russia of ten years ago than in the 
Russia of the year 2,000 A.D. 
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Interviews 
The seven categories of questions were also used as topics for discussion during the 
interviews of the twenty-seven subjects. Each category was put into a question format 
that guided the discussions. The questions were worded as follows: 
• What are your perceptions of the changes within Russia over the last fifteen years? 
• What are your perceptions of communism and the future of communism in Russia? 
• What are your perceptions of democracy in Russia? 
What are your perceptions regarding the present state of schooling, students 
and teachers in general in Moscow? 
• Do you believe that your creditation and training and the creditation and training of 
the professors in the Pedagogical Institutes in Russia is adequate given the changes in 
Russia? 
• What do you believe are your responsibilities as an educator in Russia? 
• What do you predict for your future professional life? 
Category I: What are your perceptions of the changes within Russia over the last 
fifteen years? 
Interviewees were somewhat overwhelmed with the general nature of this question. 
Most of the discussions were further broken down into the areas of political change, 
economic change, societal change, and the resulting implications for the classroom. 
The majority of the interviewed subjects believed that the economic crisis in Russia 
would have happened regardless of what political party was in power. Russia could 
simply not compete in the world market given the costs of Chernobyl, the costs of the 
ethnic conflict throughout the country (particularly in Chechnya ), and the rigidity of 
state control. 
Teachers acknowledged the "resentment and inflexibility'* of Soviet times but were 
almost nostalgic for Soviet-era welfare and order. Given the rising cost of living, the loss 
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of free medical care and education, and the mass poverty and unemployment, the 
"financial meltdown" of their beloved country brought most to tears. Twenty-four of the 
27 interviewed subjects held little hope for much economic improvement in the near 
future given the present government and its reported level of corruption. The majority 
also felt that the economic situation would continue to plague the nation rather than 
improve it. One teacher summed up the responses of the interviewed subjects well: "We 
are survivors.... We can look backwards or we can look forward. I choose to go about my 
business, I work hard and hope for improvements...what else can I do?" 
Teachers who had been employed during Soviet times reminisced about the 
opportunities for cultural programs and travel to Pioneer camps for their students. The 
need for fresh air and outdoor experience was mentioned by several teachers who saw 
little opportunity for some of their present students to experience such outings. They 
also spoke of the change in "mentality" of their students. "The abundance of foreign 
goods tempt our students.... they are consumed with the need for unnecessary toys." 
was a response shared. 
Most believed that they had little control over the what was happening in their city. 
Foreign companies provide much needed employment but these same companies have 
forever changed the face of their beloved city. "We watch beautiful buildings grow up 
overnight while our schools crumble and falL.what message does this give our children?" 
Every teacher interviewed talked about the present "hard times" as a potential threat 
to the education of Russia's children. "How can we shield our children from political 
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corruption and crisis, crime...they see wealth beyond their wildest dreams and yet so 
many cannot afford the basic necessities required for good health." Another respondent 
spoke of the deteriorated conditions of the public schools. "i believe some of our school 
are unsafe. We do not have enough money to make improvements, building materials are 
too costly." 
The interviewed teachers did not view the changes in Russia as being "superficial" or 
"irreversible". Unlike the surveyed respondents who were contradictory in their 
responses, the interviewed subjects appeared to be overwhelmed with the amount of 
change their lives had experienced over the last decade. They felt and lived very real 
differences between living in communist Russia and post-communist Russia. The general 
feeling portrayed was that "'change was inevitable" given the economic situation in their 
country. One teacher replied to the question with this response: "Real change can only 
come out of crisis. Who anticipated an easy transition? We have gained much ... but at a 
huge cost. Perhaps our young students will rise to the challenge that has been presented." 
Category I I : What are your perceptions of communism and the future of 
communism in Russia? 
The majority of the interviewees and surveyed respondents agreed that Russia's 
liberation from Communist domination could not have taken place without glasnost and 
perestroika. One interviewee shared this comment: 'The resentment caused by the 
management of every aspect our lives was stifling.... Many of us were open to new-
ideas." 
It appeared that most of the interviewed respondents initially supported 
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Gorbachev's pledge to liberalize parliament, but the feelings were qualified with 
statements like "the demise of communism has brought little relief to most of us.*" 
Responses were varied when the interviewees were asked if the communist party would 
ever again form the government of Russia. About half of the interviewees were "unsure"" 
in their responses. Surveyed respondents were almost the same: 45% of the survey 
responses were "undecided."' 
Almost all of the respondents looked back at Soviet times as a period in their lives 
that offered a "simpler, more organized, lifestyle." One comment sums up the general 
feeling of nostalgia: 
1 was such a happy child....I remember the pride I felt as a young Pioneer. I 
finished my schooling in 1982....I had studied so hard and was very proud to 
face my first class of students. I was a good teacher and my students were very 
successful on their examinations. Today is different. I realize all I was told as 
a student was not true... but I remember being proud. 
Another teacher responded by asking me if I understood the "fight under the carpet." 
She clarified the phrase by saying "We knew something was happening between Russia 
and the west, but as Russians we did not know what.... We were a peaceful nation.... I did 
not know that we sold weapons." This same teacher used the term "socialist" instead of 
"communist" throughout her discussion. "No one in Russia believes that life can ever 
return to the way it once was.... As socialists we must do what is right for children.... 
They are our future". This same teacher believed strongly that the "socialists" would 
again come to power in Russia and only then would the economic conditions improve. 
Most of the interviewed respondents considered the fall of the communist state to 
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be a desirable development. The survey results supported these findings: 62 per cent of 
the surveyed respondents also considered the fall of communism to be desirable. 
However, when asked if Russians would be better off now that the communist state in 
Russia has ended, the responses of interviewees were quite different. Only four teachers 
responded that they are "better off." One teacher responded that "the fall of 
communism is desirable but what we are experiencing now is intolerable." 
Another respondent summed up her response to the question by saying "It is 
unlikely that Soviet style communism will ever return as the political force in Russia, but 
perhaps, a gentler, socialist style of leadership is needed to pull Russia out of its present 
economic crisis." However, further clarification revealed her intense distrust of the 
present government and an almost fatalistic perception of the current political situation. 
"What will be. will be. We have weathered far worse storms." Another comment was 
"Present control of finance is dictated by foreign investors and a few former members of 
the communist party." This same teacher followed that remark with the statement. 
"Communism, socialism, democracy....these are nothing but useless words that say 
nothing about the heart of our people. How could you possibly understand Russians and 
our passion for what is right and good?" 
Category I I I : What are your perceptions of democracy in Russia? 
Much discussion centred around the definition of "true democracy." Most of the 
teachers who were interviewed questioned the term. One teacher responded with the 
following question: "Do you know one nation on our earth that lives with true 
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democracy?" Another teacher responded to the question with this statement "We may 
have free parliamentary elections... freedom in the press... the right to travel if we can 
afford the luxury... but we are not free. We are bound to poverty, we are tempted by 
goods and our children are dissatisfied." Teachers who were interviewed were much 
more decisive within this category of questions than their surveyed colleagues. Over half 
of the surveyed participants were undecided if Russia would ever become a true 
democracy and only 4% of the surveyed participants agreed that Russia is now a true 
democracy. 
A 76 year old interviewee who had been teaching in Moscow for 56 years and is 
presently teaching part-time in a public school offered this comment when asked about 
democracy in Russia: '"Post-Soviet laws allow children to stay out of school.... These 
children are on the street... vagrants... how democratic that they can earn their own 
salaries in which to support their drug habits.... How democratic that so few can have so 
much.... I see young men driving expensive cars.... I know their mothers are hungry." 
The interviewed teachers believe that democracy is a powerful force and most 
indicated that they welcomed an end to the force of totalitarianism. However, the general 
feeling portrayed was summed up well by the statement ""Democracy is an idea - a way 
of eliminating too much government.... But what we had has been destroyed too 
quickly...new problems surface before old problems have been resolved. It takes time to 
change and adapt.... We have not had time to deal with one crisis before we are faced with 
another.... We need time to heal." 
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Category IV: What are your perceptions regarding the present state of schooling, 
students and teachers in general in Moscow? 
Discussions with the interviewed subjects centred largely around this question. As 
all of the interviewed participants were teachers, these participants felt comfortable 
speaking about the current situation in schools in Moscow. The subjects were all in 
agreement that the political and economic crisis in Russia has deeply affected the quality 
of education for students attending public school. When asked what was the most critical 
effect, twenty-two teachers mentioned the issue of staffing. The majority of the 
respondents spoke of well qualified "good"" teachers that had left the profession in search 
of higher paying careers. A severe shortage of foreign language teachers was reported: 
"So many can work for foreign companies, private schools and embassies where they are 
better paid for their service." Teachers also reported that few "young and energetic 
teachers" are entering the profession. One teacher reported that the "only reason I teach 
in a public school is to acquire contacts for private tutorials...my teaching salary will not 
support my family.... I make almost 1,000 American dollars a month tutoring students.... 
This is why I am so tired." 
The majority of the interviewees spoke of the poor conditions of the public school 
facilities and the frustration they feel for students who cannot afford textbooks and items 
necessary for study. Seven teachers spoke of the long days many students spend at the 
school because they go into "after-school care" at the end of their instructional day. 
1 happened to be at a public Russian school on "pay-day." I watched 31 teachers 
wait for over three hours for the "delivery of the salary." Tired, stoic faces waited 
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patiently in the front foyer of the school. I sat amongst the teachers and asked if this 
happened often. The responses were largely distrustful, curt, and monosyllabic. Perhaps 
they were reluctant to complain given that some of their colleagues in rural Russia were 
not seeing any salary. I had interviewed at length five of the teachers who were waiting. 
They were reluctant to speak with me in the foyer in spite of their willingness to talk 
openly during the more private interview process. 
Interviewees also spoke of the "changes'* in the relationships they had with their 
students. Though well disciplined by western standards, the students were largely 
perceived as being either "studious and capable" or a "waste of time." Parental support is 
insisted upon if a child is to be successful at school and the students who do not have that 
support are challenged to compete. Homework is assigned regularly and completion to 
perfection is expected. One teacher responded to my question regarding changes in 
student behaviour with the comment, "Good teachers do not have discipline problems." 
Each subject was asked "If money was of no concern...would you register your child 
in a Russian public school or a Western private school?" It was very telling that every 
respondent replied (most were amused by the question) that they would admit their own 
child into a Russian school before they would admit their child into any one of the private 
"Western" schools. Most of the teachers were knowledgeable about some of the private 
schools in Moscow and were appalled by the "lack of discipline and the low standards." 
One teacher reported that her child would have no hope of entering a University or 
Institute in Russia if that child did not attend a Russian school. Another teacher 
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responded by saying, "Your methodologies produce lazy children who must be 
entertained.... My methodologies produce hardworking, knowledgeable, citizens.'" 
When asked what changes are seen as positive given the new laws in education, the 
majority of the respondents agreed that the success of a school was largely dependent on 
the director of that school, ' i f the school director is progressive, innovative and 
encouraging, teachers will become that way. If the director is demanding and regimented 
the school programs will mirror that philosophy." Some spoke of the opportunity to 
include new programs in the curriculum, the inspiration many of the students have to 
learn a second language, the opportunity for student exchanges which were unheard of in 
Soviet times, the variety in literature and history courses that students are now exposed 
to. and the wealth of books that are now available in Russia. A teacher reported that she 
buys two of every good book she can afford, "One to have for myself and one to tear 
apart and put on the walls of my classroom for my students to enjoy." 
Category V: Do you believe that your creditation and training and the creditation 
and training of the professors in the pedagogical institutes in Russia is adequate 
given the changes in Russia? 
Interviewed and surveyed respondents were in agreement that teachers were well 
qualified to meet the demands of changing curricula in post-communist Russia. "We are 
very knowledgeable.... It is required to spend five years preparing for our career.... I do 
admit that some of my professors were not very good but I am well prepared to teach my 
classes." 
Three respondents (all had graduated from Pedagogical Institutes within the last ten 
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years) spoke of the frustrations they experienced as they prepared for the entrance 
examinations that were required before admission into these institutes. "The pressure is 
enormous...my examinations were oral.... I did not know what question I would be 
asked.... We learned to speak well, think on our feet, concentrate and share our 
knowledge. I fear our examinations could become written accounts of our learning - like 
you have in west. However, stressful and tense this process was.... We became very 
learned." 
When I asked if they had much practical experience in the classroom before 
graduation all responded that their Pedagogical Institute had worked closely with the 
schools and most teachers would "intern** before graduation. 
Teachers were concerned that tuition costs (largely unheard of in Soviet times) 
would limit many students from earning a post-secondary education. One comment was 
"You have to understand that Russia is a corrupt society....bribes have existed forever. 
There are seats in faculties because of good grades and there are seats in faculties because 
of money.** 
All of the teachers spoke of the abundance of new books, textual materials, 
newspapers, magazines, and journals readily available in Moscow. "Good teachers are 
very knowledgeable about their subject and are always anxious to learn more...Russians 
have a passion for books,"" was a comment that sums well the perceptions of the 
interviewed teachers. 
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Category V I : What do you believe are your responsibilities as an educator in 
Russia? 
The majority of the teachers who were interviewed were precise and succinct in their 
responses. The survey results regarding this category of questions also indicated a clear 
message that Russian public school teachers believe they have a well-defined role to play 
in society. Teachers are part of an honoured profession that demands and deserves 
respect. Good teachers produce results. Good teachers have the respect of their pupils. 
Good teachers model the values of hard work, honesty, cleanliness, and organization. 
Good teachers love literature and history, and are extremely knowledgeable in their area of 
study. Good teachers instill in their students a love of Russia and nature. The following 
quote was shared by a younger teacher who had graduated with her teaching degree in 
1994. 
Russian teachers have never been paid well...most of us are women...we 
are caregivers...we provide knowledge...we teach discipline...our goal is 
to encourage a hardworking citizenship. Our students must be 
prepared for examinations. However, you must try to understand. We 
grew up believing Lenin was our grandfather. When Lenin's portraits 
were ordered to be removed from classrooms many of us wept. I'm 
sure teachers lost their focus...how do you leave out of your program 
what was for years the most integral part of your program? My first 
lesson in school was about Lenin and the Communist Party It was 
woven through all our subjects. I was very proud when I became a 
Pioneer. We were taught to be peaceful, and yes, I remember how 
excited we were when our teachers gave us new history books...it was 
like playing with our own history...but now...I do not know...we have 
lost our focus. What values do we each our students? Does hard work 
necessarily produce success? 
The issue of "hard work" was mentioned by three of the participants. They felt that 
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some of their students were ""reluctant to produce much effort." Many families cannot 
afford tutors and therefore the children in those families are considered to be 
disadvantaged. "'Free education" is no longer a reality for many Russian students. 
Category VI I : What do you predict for your future professional life? 
Teachers are very worried about the future of Russia. Both the surveyed and the 
interviewed groups of teachers were in agreement that the future for Russians is 
precarious at best. Though optimistic about the teaching profession and the influence 
teachers can have on their students all of the 27 interviewees expressed much concern 
regarding the current plight of Russian teachers. They see themselves as ""victims." 
Teachers are leaving the profession, few families can afford tutorials, school buildings are 
considered unsafe, thousands of children wander the streets, the ruble is devalued, and 
prices are rising. 
Teachers in the surveyed and interviewed sample largely believe that the quality of 
education in Moscow has not improved from what it was under communist rule. Though 
teachers agreed that a more objective and ideological approach to instruction is now-
possible, the present economic crisis has and will continue to ravage the educational 
system. "Like our students, we are victims of chaos." 
Solzbenitsyn labels Russia a country "in catastrophic ruin with a population 
deprived of the habits and skills of a viable society." He feels the young are ""unprovided 
for by either family or school" ( 1991, p. 40). His ideas are not represented well by the 
teachers I had an opportunity to meet. To keep pace with the incredible unfolding of 
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events of the past decade has been an overwhelming task for most Russians. The Russian 
teachers who agreed to be interviewed for this study have weathered the storms and most 
look optimistically towards the future. It is impossibly difficult to make predictions and 
to devise plans for future action, but as one wise educator (she had been teaching in 
Moscow for 56 years) said. "Teachers are givers.... We give our heart and soul to the wee 
ones in our care.... This gives me hope.... It has been our mission, and will continue to be 
our mission, to instill a love of life, a love of Russia and the love of learning in our 
students. Small, well thought-out steps, will bring us to where we want to be." 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this study was to examine the perceptions of selected Moscow 
educators regarding public education and society in Russia. This chapter presents a 
discussion of the study, possibilities for further study, and some conclusions. 
Discussion of the findings 
The seven themes into which the survey questions are grouped became the base for 
discussion during the interview process. The data collected from the surveys and the 
transcripts from the interviews resulted in a mass of information that allows for some 
conclusions to be drawn. These conclusions reflect the perceptions and attitudes of 
Russian educators regarding the following questions: 
What are your perceptions of the changes within Russia over the last fifteen 
years? 
What are your perceptions of communism and the future of communism in 
Russia? 
What are your perceptions of democracy in Russia? 
What are your perceptions regarding the present state of schooling, students 
and teachers in general in Moscow? 
Do you believe that your creditation and training and the creditation and training 
of the professors in the Pedagogical Institutes in Russia is adequate given the 
changes in Russia? 
What do you believe are your responsibilities as an educator in Russia? 
What do you predict for your future professional life? 
The first theme focuses on the concept of "change." Russian educators in Moscow 
live in a society that has seen incredible transition in the last fifteen years. Many of the 
study participants were educated in a rigid system that combined discipline and a 
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thorough grounding in of reading, writing and arithmetic with an emphasis on vospitanie 
or communist morality. Curriculum was standard, texts were prescribed, and individuals 
were taught to subordinate their individual interests to those of the collective. To serve 
one's society with genuine responsibility, to be self-disciplined and obedient, were the 
ideals. 
Gorbachev's policies of glasnost and perestroika opened the doors for a new kind of 
thinking. Soviet education was seen as outdated, limiting, and in need of reform. 
However, severe economic decline and the unravelling of the Soviet Union thwarted many 
of Gorbachev's ideas for reform. 
The abolition of the Soviet Union in 1991 saw the severing of political, economic and 
societal ties with republics that had shared a history with Russia for centuries. As Russia 
experienced the transition from communism to capitalism, production was reported to 
have fallen by 50 percent. Official statistics showed a drop in Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP), or the total value of the economy, of over 50 per cent in the years 1989-1996, 
(Russian Economy. 1999). The decline of one the world's largest infrastructures, political 
chaos, huge production slumps, the loss of resources and support from the republics and 
new competitions have resulted in well documented changes for all Russians. 
Media reports (see Selected Bibliography) share horror stories of ordinary Russians 
who have suffered in the transformation of their economy. The restrictions of the Soviet 
lifestyle may have vanished, but so have many of the securities of Soviet life. 
The educators who participated in this study were asked some general questions. 
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Their responses were telling. As committed educators who are passionate about their role 
in Russian society, they related the "changes" they have witnessed in the political, 
economic and social arenas of Russian society to the context of schooling in Russian 
society. 
Surprisingly, over half of the surveyed respondents agreed that the changes in Russia 
are superficial; that deep down little has changed. A higher percentage believed that, for 
the average person, that individual would see differences between living in post-
communist Russia than communist Russia. These contradictory responses were clarified 
through the interview process. 
Study participants spoke openly of the restrictions and inflexibility of the Soviet 
school system. They complained of the rigidity of assigned texts and mandated 
curriculums. They spoke of harsh discipline, excessive homework and the power of 
school directors. They also talked about the need for. and welcoming of, educational 
reform. One teacher offered this commentary: "'One of my greatest joys has been the 
reshaping of the way Russian literature is taught...many of the internationally admired 
authors of the 20th century were banned in the Soviet Union. Students can now discuss 
Soviet rule using contemporary documents and family memories to arrive at their own 
conclusions." This comment reflects the appreciation for the changes and the possibility 
for less restrictive programming in schools. However, every teacher that participated in 
this study discussed the ramifications for schools given the economic crisis within the 
nation. One teacher summed up the feelings of frustration: "We are more restricted now 
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than we ever were in Soviet times.... We may not be bound by curriculum, but we are 
certainly bound by economics.... Our school cannot afford books, we cannot compete 
with private schools that offer programs in technology. We need more teachers and our 
schools need repair.** 
Few believe that the recent changes in Russian society can be reversed. The society is 
going through a profound crisis which has affected all fundamental aspects of life. The 
teachers who participated in this study believe that these changes must be met with a 
"creation of a social condition'* that allows for the development of Russia's young 
students. It is an overwhelming task. These Russian educators, working in impoverished 
conditions, are assigning themselves the task of educating a future leadership that, in turn, 
can work to stabilize their society. 
Whether that future leadership will involve a return to communist ideology was also a 
question that was asked. This second theme involved discussion of the future of 
communism in Russia. Respondents were largely undecided if the Communist Party 
would ever rule in Russia again. Raised in a communist society, and in many ways 
nostalgic for the social order that Soviet rule provided, the teachers who were interviewed 
viewed the current politics in Russia as "a failed democracy or a smokescreen 
democracy." This is not to say they wanted a return of the oppression of Soviet rule; 
rather, they believed that unless there was some immediate relief from the economic 
instability in their country the communists could be democratically voted back to power. 
Boris Yelstin has referred to his own country as a "criminal superpower* (cited in 
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Maly. 1996. p. 77). One interviewed teacher responded to the question regarding the 
future of communism by referring to the "criminal and corrupt" nature of Russian 
government - past and present: 
There are so many unprincipled people in Russian government. We have 
Always been a corrupt society. Bribery has always existed. We 
celebrated the death of communism, and when the tanks rolled through the 
city towards the White House. I was on the side of Yelstin. I wanted to 
take tea down to those at the White House. But now...how do you trust a 
man who fires people like they are dogs...his friends are unsavoury...he 
lives like a king outside of the law. Under the guise of democracy, the 
wealth of the criminal world has increased.. Very much like the 
communists who pretended to give to the have-nots, while they 
lived in luxury. 
Recent polls in Russia show the communist party to have a strong hold on the voting 
population, particularly in the rural areas. A consensus also appears to be emerging in 
favour of more state control in that "the state needs to take capital in hand, and put it to 
the task of improving the life of ordinary citizens" (Bernstein, 1998, p. 11). As Bernstein 
reports in The Moscow Times. (Jan. 16, 1998, p. 11), "The state itself must be 
transformed from an instrument used by private interests to plunder society's resources 
into an instrument that protects the interests of society as a whole." 
Teachers who participated in this study were generally appalled by the corrupt 
features of the present Russian economy. They did not perceive themselves to be living 
in a "true market economy based on democratic principles." Most of the interviewed 
participants did see the development of a market economy as positive, but only if that 
development involved legitimate effort, by the state to ensure improved living standards 
for the ordinary Russian citizen. 
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These teachers largely shared the opinion that education and health care were "well 
provided for during Soviet times." However, those systems that were once touted by 
Soviet leadership as examples of "the human, caring face of socialism" are now reported 
to be in complete shambles. Life expectancy and the literacy rate have plunged. 
Journalist Laurie Garret, citing the World Health Organization, reported in The Moscow 
Times, (Feb 25. 1998, p. 15) that in 1993 alone, the life expectancy at birth for Russian 
males dropped from age 61 to age 58. Current statistics on literacy rates are not 
considered to be reliable but Olga Zykov, a psychiatrist who heads the No to Alcoholism 
and Drug foundation in Moscow, estimates there are about 15,000 street children in 
Moscow alone. The Human Rights Watch reports that 113,000 are surrendered to state 
custody by Russian families annually, (The Lethbridge Herald. March 1, 1999, A l l ) . 
The Soviet mechanisms that had managed society and, in particular, education and 
health care, are perceived to be "broken." Dr. Lev Mogilevsky, co-director of an 
infectious disease treatment facility in Russia believes that "'health care is on the brink of 
complete ruin.... We don't even know how to create a system that works," (cited in 
Garret. The Moscow Times. Feb. 25, 1998). 
Given that education and health care were considered widely accessible under 
communist rule, and that the current and massive funding crisis has nearly collapsed both 
systems, one can understand the hesitancy on the part of Russian educators when it 
comes to predicting the future of the communist party. Both the surveyed and 
interviewed teachers were largely undecided if the communist party would ever form the 
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government of Russia, though more were convinced it would not, than it would. The 
restrictions under Soviet rule were seen as oppressive, but the restrictions under a 
collapsed economy are seen as "more oppressive."" 
The third theme that arose from the survey questions and discussions during the 
interview process was the force of democracy in Russia. Surveyed participants were 
largely undecided if Russia would become a true democracy in their lifetime and they were 
very clear in their disagreement that Russia is now a true democracy. The teachers 
interviewed supported these perceptions but clarified themselves with the belief that 
there has only been a "reshuffling of the communist party in Russia". I believe this is a 
popular opinion shared by many Russians. One, Alexander Solzhenitsyn, is a 
particularly powerful proponent of this viewpoint. Solzhenitsyn"s writings were banned 
during Soviet rule in Russia. However his book, Rebuilding Russia . £1991) was familiar 
to most of the teachers I had the opportunity to interview. He wrote: 
Time has run out for Communism. But the concrete structure has not 
yet toppled, and we face the danger of being crushed by the debris 
instead of finding freedom...What have five or six years of noisy 
perestroika brought us but a half-hearted reshuffling of the party 
Central Committee and an ugly, fake electoral system whose sole aim is 
to preserve the power of the Communist Party. Enough of party 
bureaucracy, enough of a society built on lies. (p. 9) 
Solzhenitsyn believes that only a "root and branch" reform will give back Russians 
their country' and revitalize the traditional values of the people. 
Private enterprise and private property will be needed to create a climate of freedom 
and initiative, provided that private monopolies do not replace state socialism. He also 
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believes that for much too long everything in Russia has been under the control of people 
who had not the slightest understanding of the enterprises they were managing. Perhaps, 
with the emergence of a free market economy, some control will be turned over to 
"individuals with knowledge."* 
The teachers who were interviewed largely agreed with Solzhenitsyn's analysis. 
This comment by an interviewee sums well their perceptions: "The people who were in 
power during Soviet times are still essentially in power. They have tremendous control of 
our nation's resources and the wealth of our nation continues to line the pockets of a 
few."* 
Teachers also spoke of the "Americanization of their cities." The market economy 
and so-called democratic restructuring of the Russian political system has been blamed on 
everything from a "mysterious anti-communist and anti-Russian plan being carried out by 
American imperialists'* to the work of "secret enemies inside Russian society" 
(Perekhvalskaya, 1995). The Russian cultural identity is perceived to be threatened 
because the spread of American culture has been so rapid. Bookstores are full of 
translated books, soap operas rule the television sets and western movies stars are 
idolized. Freedom cuts both ways. One wonders if the Russian intellectuals who wished 
for freedom so fervently ever imagined that freedom would lead to such foreign influence. 
As Elena Perekhvalskaya, a popular writer who presently lives in Moscow, states in her 
article Culture Shock from the West "Perhaps creative freedom is more demanding than 
creative restriction" (p. 27 ). 
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The fourth theme that arose from the survey and the interviews related to teachers" 
perceptions regarding the present state of schooling and of students and teachers in 
general in Moscow. The first concern (that was repeatedly expressed) was the issue of 
salary. Teachers cannot survive on their paltry wages given the high cost of living in 
Moscow. All of the interviewed participants either depended on the income of a spouse 
or parent, or supplemented their incomes with monies from tutorials and after-school 
supervision. Much empathy for colleagues in the rural areas of Russia was expressed. 
The shortage of teachers was also a primary concern. Many public schools cannot 
offer programs that were once part of the national curriculum because there is no one to 
teach the program. Foreign language teachers are becoming scarce as these teachers have 
become highly employable in the private school or business sector. 
Many school buildings border on decrepit and the discrepancies between schools 
within a few blocks of each other are obvious. Often, admission to "better equipped" 
schools is ensured if parents are able to provide "gifts*" to that school. Therefore, some 
schools are able to acquire more and more while others steadily run down, to the point of 
being unsafe. School sponsorship by local business or industry has decreased and the 
inconsistency between institutions has built resentments. 
Equality of educational opportunity for Muscovite children is seen to have decreased 
since the end of the Soviet state. The majority of the surveyed respondents disagreed 
that equality would improve in the new Russia and interviewed respondents were united 
in their concerns. Teachers spoke passionately about "inconsistencies" and "the growing 
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number of private schools that served so few. These private schools cater to about 1 % of 
the school children - a "negligible number which is explained by heavy costs for parents."' 
(Nikandrov. in press). Access to higher education is also a huge concern. The 
opportunity for higher education is seen as "severely limited'* when compared to the 
access students had during communist rule. 
A more objective and non-ideological curriculum is seen as a positive development. 
The monoideology which once pervaded all teaching at all levels left little room for 
personal choice and development during Soviet rule. However, according to Nikandrov 
(in press), the present curriculum can be described as an "ideological vacuum." Teachers 
interviewed in this study did not share Nikandrov's opinion. It was acknowledged that 
educators disseminated a biased viewpoint under communist rule but, as one teacher 
stated: "New curricula and programs continue to emphasize the values of effort, 
responsibility, honesty and a commitment to building a better Russia." 
Teachers would like to be more innovative but many felt restricted by the lack of 
resources, limited technology and the power of the school director or principal. The 
following presents a common opinion of the influence of school principals. "There are 
inconsistencies in many public schools because of the inconsistencies of school directors. 
We are very fortunate at our school, because we have the support of a good principal. 
Some of my colleagues in other schools are not as fortunate." Another teacher saw 
innovation has something only seen in "content." She felt that methodology was much 
the same as when she was a student 17 years ago. 
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Much concern was expressed regarding the difficulty of university and prestigious 
technical school admittance examinations. Additional lessons and tutorials are required if 
students plan to gain admittance to one of these higher level institutions. The pressure on 
these students is considered immense, as success can mean the avoidance of conscripted 
service to the Russian army. As one interviewed teacher shared: "I will bribe anyone to 
prevent my son from going to the army. He is not safe from this possibility until he is 28 
years old. We will cheat. I will damage his health, we will do whatever we must to avoid 
the army." This same teacher, who is presently employed at a private school for non-
nationals, professed to give much of her salary to instructors at the University where her 
son and daughter attended. Her children "spent hours after classes getting support from 
their teachers." She admitted that "The officials do not know I work at a private school. 
I am listed as a professor at an institute where I pay another professor to cover for me". 
This teacher also shared an interesting perspective on the "improved quality" of 
teachers in Moscow today. She reported that "teachers must be very good to survive.... 
You need connections to get tutorials.... You must have recommendations.... Your past 
students must have successfully passed their examinations." Her opinion was shared by 
another interviewee: "We work very hard to ensure our students are successful. If you 
have no one to help support you. it is impossible to survive without the income tutorials 
provide. We need them and they need us." 
Public schooling in Moscow and throughout Russia is considered to be more 
disciplined and time-consuming than public education in North America. Teachers 
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involved with this study spoke with pride as they shared the accomplishments of their 
students. Student notebooks were shown to me as examples of ""quality you would not 
see in a western school." I watched seven year old children painstakingly copy notes in 
perfect cursive script. Perfection was demanded and the children were excited to show 
me their work. I listened to eight year old children read Tolstoy eloquently. I observed 
unquestioning respect and obedience for teachers and all adults in a number of schools I 
visited. I watched children perform traditional songs and dances beautifully. I snacked 
with adolescents enjoying fresh fruit and yogurt provided by the school. I laughed with 
high school students as they practiced their English and I stumbled with my Russian and I 
dined with educators who view the challenges ahead as ""an opportunity to build a new 
Russia." 
Participants were asked if they believed that their own creditation and training and 
the creditation and training of the professors in the Pedagological Institutes is adequate 
given the changes in Russia. Surveyed respondents were definite in their agreement that 
training for educators is adequate. Interviewed respondents clarified these responses by 
adamantly defending the training and post-secondary education they had received. 
Although the changes in post-communist Russia are perceived to be profound, 
teachers were united in their belief that Russian educators understand the changes well 
enough to interpret them for their future students. Teachers are very proud of their 
creditation and they believe that students continue to be "trained well". As a teacher who 
had over thirty years of experience teaching in Moscow reported: 
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Our programs are strict. We have specific assignments for our students. 
We expect them to work hard. Learning is time consuming. I believe we do 
a better job of training our young than you do...even without electricity. If 
our students are to be successful we must teach them well...we do not have 
time for games, for foolishness. We have access to much information. Our 
students can see for themselves what is happening. The demands on our 
students will become greater than ever before. If they are prepared to work 
hard they will do well on examinations. My niece goes to school in the 
United States. Her English is better than mine but it is not perfect. She 
finds her studies there very easy. We laugh at her stories. 
I suggested to this teacher that Russia might need some "creative problem-solvers" 
if the country was to see political, economic and social improvement. I then asked if 
creative problem solving strategies were part of the mandated curriculum in Russian 
schools. Her response was curt and her tone derogatory. " I've solved more problems in 
my lifetime than you could dream up. We will be successful because we know the value 
of knowledge, hard work and sacrifice." 
It is expected that teachers continue their education. Interviewed teachers reported 
that most schools offer "inservice" and teachers are all expected to attend. Interviewees 
acknowledged that there is much inconsistency in the amount of professional 
development available for public school teachers and often the priorities of the school 
director dictate the direction of professional development for a particular school. 
Teachers spoke of the wide availability, but horrific expense, of books, reference 
materials and resources now available in Moscow. As Kovaleva suggests "there is a loss 
of access to items for self-education - - in particular the formerly, low cost of books, 
periodicals, auxiliary and technical items" (1994, p. 11). Wide availability does not 
necessarily equate with access. 
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The last two themes referred to teachers perceptions of their responsibilities as 
educators and the predictions those teachers have for their future professional lives. 
These themes are better grouped as teachers in this study viewed the responsibility of 
"shaping Russian society in the future" as primary for educators in Russia. Seventy per 
cent of the surveyed participants and all of the interviewed participants agreed that 
teachers have an important role to play in the direction Russian society will take. Most 
(89%) of the surveyed respondents and all of the interviewed respondents felt that it is 
the responsibility of teachers to foster a sense of Russian nationalism in their students. 
Nearly all (98%) of the surveyed respondents and all of the interviewees agreed that 
teachers are to instill proper values in their students. Interviewed teachers concurred that 
the professional future for teachers in Moscow will be challenging but, because Russian 
teachers prioritize values, Russian nationalism and a commitment to student achievement, 
the future for Russian students is not as bleak as the media report. 
Without question, teachers are devastated by the economic meltdown of their county 
and its systems. They are concerned about the unsafe conditions in some Russian 
schools. Teachers are concerned with the "Americanization of their students," and the 
"huge numbers of street children that seem to emerge out of every metro station." They 
foresee a shortage of teachers and without some promise of a basic livelihood they see 
practising teachers leaving the profession and contributing to that shortage. Technology 
is expensive and these teachers are well aware that future students will be hard pressed to 
compete with peers in other countries. 
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Six years ago Boris Gershunsky (1993) offered two suggestions for a "way out." He 
states that Russia must "switch on the repression mechanism once again and force the 
population to work. A worker should know that labour will produce prosperity for 
oneself and one's family." His second suggestion was "to mobilize all inner resources to 
make the society richer." Highly productive labour and a gradual switching to 
complicated market systems (while concurrently ensuring social protection of children, 
the old and invalid) will allow the worker to see some prosperity in their own lifetime (p. 
67). 
Gershunsky's ideas are echoed by the educators who participated in this study for 
they, too, spoke of a return to "hard work." One teacher's response eloquently sums up 
the views her colleagues: 
Russians need to believe that through hard honest work we can again be 
a productive society. Production means money and money is what will 
improve our schools, hospitals and social service. Teachers instill in 
their students everyday that hard work will produce success. Our 
future depends on this. 
It appears that these Russian teachers are striving to incorporate the modern 
demands of society in Moscow into their traditional structure of education. A society- in 
crisis needs stability and structure. Perhaps these educators have the right idea: academic 
standards must be high, work ethics must be strong, and hope kept alive. 
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3npa3CTByHTe, 
MeHfl 30ByT JIopH X O K H H C . 51 npnexana m KaHaitbi, rxte p a o o T a w B 
yHHBepcuTeTe ropona JIec6pna5Ka. B Hacroamee speMfl a n p o B o a c y 
Hcc j i eaoBaHiw win cBoeft z t H c c e p T a w u i , KOTOpaa 6yner Ha3biBaTbCH "06mecTBO 
h o 6 p a 3 0 B a H H e B P O C C H H , K a x H X B H I W T coBpeMeHHwe y q H T e j m " . 
51 n p H m a u i a i o Bac npHH*Tb ynacTHe B S T O M HccjieaoBaHHH, H 6bijia 6bi paaa, 
ecnH 6bi Bbi cor j iacmiHCb xiaTb MHe HHTepBbK). MHe n o T p e 6 y e r c j i OKOJIO naca, 
HToobi 3a<aaTb BaM paa B o n p o c o B H o6cy<0HTb c BaMH B a m y To*ncy 3peHH* Ha Te 
H3MeHeHRH, KOTopwe npoHCxozurr B CHCTeMe o6pa30BaHHH P O C C H H , B 
P o c c h h c k o m o 6 m e c T B e , a TaioKe B coceitHHX c P o c c n e H CTpaHax. 
Ec j i h Bbi corj iacHbi yaej iHTb MHe BpeMX H noaejiHTbCJi co M H O H BauiHMH 
MbicjiaMH, n nonpocHJia 6bi Bac nonnHcaTb (J)opMy, npmiaraioiuyiocji K S T O M V 
nncb.\ iy. Co CBoefi CTopoHbi a o6emaio BaM noj iHyio KOHc^caHUHaribHOCTb 
Haiuero pa3 roBopa : Bee lurraTbi , KOTopwe H 6yay ncnoj ib30BaTb B CBoefi pa6oTe 
o y n y T aHOHHMHbi, JI He 6y<ay ynoMHHaTb H M C H H a p y r o n nepcoHajibHOfi 
nHcJ)opMauHH H H b oriHcaHHHX, H H npH o6uieM aHajiH3e. Bbi Ta ioKe MOJKeTe 
npOCTO OTKa3aTbC5l OT ynaCTHfl B HHTepBbK). 
3apaHee 6jiaro,aapHa BaM 3a Ba iuy n o M o m b . 
E c . i h y Bac ecjiH ecTb B o n p o c b i , noKanyHCTa , 3BOHHTe M H e Z I O M O H (135-1345) 
n;in Ha paooTy (131-8700), a TaKace Bbi M o a c e T e CBH3aTbCH c M O H M H HaynHbiMH 
pvKOBOziHTejiJiMH b KaHazie, K O T O P H M H HBJDQOTCJI coTpyaHHKH yHHBepcHTeTa 
r o p o a a JlecGpnacaa ziOKrop HayK Kac M a 3 y p e K (403) 329-2462 H / I O K T O P HayK 
K p e r JIoHy-3H (403) 329-2455. 
C vBa>KeHHeM. 
JlopH XOKHHC 
51 ( H M H ) 
cor j iaceH(-Ha) npHHHTb ywacTHe B HHTepBbK). 
A m c e T a 
(yqacTHe b a e h h o m aHKennpoBaHHM a o j u k h o 6bm> crporo Ao6poBOJibHbfM. Bw 
MOHcere OTKa3aTT»ca o t yqacnw b orrpoce, npocro ocTaBHB yry amcery 
He3anojiHeHHOH. Aamibie o n p o c a 6ynyr Hcnojib30Banbi mm npoBeAet tHa 
Hccne^oBaHH^. AHKeTHpoBaHHe HBJiaeTca aHOHHMHbiM h Bee ero pe3yjibTaTbi 
6y/ryr c r p o r o KOHdpeAMUHanbHbi.) 
HHdioPManHH 0 6 a H K e T H P v e M O M : 
(no^ajTyHcra, o6Be/urre HyacHbiH oTBer) 
1. ilBJiHerecb j ih B b i 
• CTyaeHTOM ne,a. By3a 
• npenoaaBaTejieM 
2. KaxoM icypc HHcnrryTa 
• 1 
• 2 
• 3 
• 4 
• 5 
3. non 
• M 
• >K 
4. Bo3pacr 
• 17-21 
• 22-26 
• 27-31 
• 32-36 
• 37-50 
• 51 h CTapme 
5. CneuHa-iH3auKH 
• MaTeMaTHKa, <t>H3HKa, X h m k h 
• EHOJionui, reorpaxpH* 
• PyccKHH 5l3biK h J l H T e p a r y p a 
• HcropiDi h 06mecTB0Be^eHHe 
• rie^arorHKa, ITcHxojiorHft 
• My3biKa, M3o6pa3HTejn>Hoe HcicyccrBo 
• ffp. 
6. Bbi 6yAeTe/*BJMeTecb npenoaaBaTeneM 
• HaiaJIbHOH UlKOJIbl 
• cpeAHen mKOJibi 
• BbicrueH uiKOJibi 
• (ap.) 
7. Bbi HaMHHajiH npenoAaBaTb 
• B jiepeBHe 
• B ManeHbKOM ropoiuce 
• B oonbuioM r o p o a e 
8. Moxcere j i h Bbi CKa3arb, h t o 3apiuiaTa Bairorx poiurrejieH n o TOMy speMetiH 
6buia 
• HHxce cpe/iHero ypoBwi 
• cooTBeTCTBOBajia cpe/meMy V D O B H I O 
• Bbiiue cpcaHero ypoBH* 
• OqeHb BblCOKOH 
9. Baiim poiiHTejiH 6buiH 
• pa6oHHe 
• KpecTbJDie 
• h HTeJiriHre h i h w 
10. Flo HaUHOHajIbHOCTH Bu 
• pyccKHH (-ax) 
• yKpaHHeii (-Ka) 
• 6ejiopyc (-ica) 
• Cap., yKaxarre) 
B o n p o c b i 
nosKajiyHcra, yKaaarre creneHt B a i u e r o co r j i acHA-Hecor j i ac iu i c Kaac&biM 
yTBepjKjieHHeM, ooBe;w HaHoanee no/ixo/wiuHH OTBer. BapHairrbi OTBCTOB: 
AH - AOCOJDOTHO HecorjiaceH (-Ha) 
H/C - Hecorj iaceH (-Ha) 
H/y - HeyBepeH (-Ha) 
C - CorjiaceH (-Ha) 
AC - AOCOJDOTHO cornaceH (-Ha) 
1. KOHeil KOMMyUHCTHHeCKOH 3nOXH B CTpaHaX BOCTOHHOH EBDOIHiI 6bUI 6u 
a6cojnoTHO HeB03MO**ceH 6 e 3 rjiacHocrH H nepecTpoHKH. 
A H H / C H/Y C A C 
2. Heooxo/iHMO BBCCTH npenoaaBaHHe PCJIHTHH B niKOJiax. 
A H H / C H / Y C A C 
3. 3rHHHecKHe pa3Horjiaciui B POCCHH He 6y;ryT pa3BHBan>cji. 
A H H / C H / y C A C 
4. KanecTBO o6pa30BaHH* c r a n o Jiyqme, neM OHO 6WJIO npH couHajni3Me. 
A H H / C H / y C A C 
5. KoMMyHHCTmecfcax napTHX 6ojn>me Hracorna He CMOxcer 6wn> npaBxuieH 
napn ieH B POCCHH. 
A H H / C H / y C A C 
6. CoixHajibHBie paarmHHx B DOCCHHCKOM o6m.ecrBe HeoGxoAHMu. 
A H H / C H / y C A C 
7. ITaaeHHe KOMMVHHCTHHecKoro pexcHMa B COBCTCKOM Cof03e JiBjurercH 
pe3yjibTaTOM axTHBHOCTH BHyrpeHHHx CHJI, a He BHenraHx CHJI H 
o6cTO«Tejn>CTB. 
A H H / C H / y C A C 
8. OGieoHHeHHe 3anaAHOH H BOCTOHHOH TepMaHMH 6buio HeooxoAHMbiM aranoM 
pa3BHTHJI. 
A H H / C H / y C A C 
9. Ebrrb ywrejieM b POCHH b 6jiHxcaHnrae 10 jieT 6ya$r c n o x i i e e , *KM a r o 6bwo 
B npezruaymHe 10 Jier. 
A H H / C H / y C A C 
10. H3MeHeHHJi B POCCHH noBepxHocTHbi; B caMoft c H c r e M e Mario HTO 
H3MCHHJIOCb. 
A H H/C H / Y C A C 
11. Ceiwac y M e m 6ojn>ine rrpcKpeccHOHaJibHOH CBOoaobi H caMOCTOjrrejibHocTH, 
Kaic y n e a a r o r a , qeM 3TO 6buio B coBeTCKoe BpeM*. 
A H H/C H / y C A C 
12. POCCHJI AOJixaia peimrrb cHana i i a CBOH BHyTpeHHHe npo6j ieMbi , He 3a6oT*cb 
o coce<0HHX rocyaapcTBax. 
A H H/C H / y C A C 
13. Jinn o6b iHHoro qenoBeica H e r 6ojn>moH pa3HHiibi M e x o y XOOHBIO B 
c o B e r c i c o e BpeMJi H XCH3HBIO B nocTnepecrrpoeHHbiH nepHoa. 
A H H/C H / y C A C 
14. y w r e j u i , KOTopbie nojryMHJiH ^HruioMbi B n e p H o a rocnoacTBa 
KOMMyHHcnnecKoif HjieojiorHH, aojDKHbi npoHTH nepeKBajraqbHKamoo H 
nojryHHTb HOBue cepnidpHKaTbi. 
A H H/C H / y C A C 
15. Pyccxaa npaBOCJiaBHax uepKOBb OTBercTBeHHa 3a naAe ime 
KOMMyHHCTHHeCKOrO DeXCHMa B COBeTCKOM C o i o 3 e . 
A H H/C H / y C A C 
16. Cenxmui r epMamui n o npeaaieMy xBJixeTCx yrp030H JUW POCCHH. 
A H H/C H / y C A C 
17. Bee, HTO npx>H3omjio B POCCHH 3a nocjieoHHH 1 0 j i e r , noBjawer Ha Meroi , icaic 
Ha npodpeccHOHanbHoro yHHTejui. 
A H H/C H / y C A C 
18. CouHajibHbie paarwHitH BHyrpH poccHHCKoro o 6 m e c T B a HeH36eacHbi. 
A H H/C H / y C A C 
19. Cennac, B nocmepecTpoeHHbiH n e p u o a , uixojibHbie nporpaMMbi AOJixHbi 
6biTb nepecMOTpeHbi . 
A H H/C H / y C A C 
20. B CBOeif 5KH3HH ft VBiDKy POCCHK) HaCTOJHIieH ZieMOKpaTHMeCKOH CTpaHOH. 
A H H/C H / y C A C 
21. H3MeHeHHJi, K o r o p u e npoH3omjiH B COBCTCKOM C o K ) 3 e , He 6buiH 
o6ycjioBJieHBi cy&beKTHBHOH aorrej ibHOCTbio M . C . r o p 6 a q e B a , a ftBJDUiHCb 
pe3yjn>TaTOM o6beKTHBHbrx oocTOjrrejibCTB H npoH3onu iH 6bi Bee paHO, BHe 
22. POCCHH yxce HBjmeTca HacToxuieH neMOKpaTHeH. 
AH H/C H/Y C AC 
23. npoBaji ABrycTOBCKoro nyrqa noirrBepucaaeT, «rro H3MeHeHHA B POCHH 
Heo6paTHMW. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
24. 51 onTHMHCTHHeHO cMorpio Ha 6y,aymee npodpeccHH ynHTejui B POCCHH. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
25. L^TJI noKOJieHHx MOHX po/nrrejieii BOCTOHHO eBponeHCKHe crpaHhi GhuiH 
yrpo30H CoBercKOMy Coio3y. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
26. 51 noHHMaio npoHCxoaai inie H3MeHeHHa B POCCHH H B crpaHax BOCTOHHOH 
EBpom.1 aocraTOHHO x o p o m o , qTo6w H3jiaraTb 3TO CBOHM (6y/ryinHM) 
yneHHKaM. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
27. yHHTejm 6ynyr HrpaTb Baaaryio pojn> B dpopMHpoBaHHH HOBoro poccHHCKoro 
o6iuecTBa. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
28. ZJeMOKpaTHHecKHe CHJUJ oTBeTCTBeHHbi 3a pacnaa coBercKoro rocyaapcTBa. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
29. 51 6bi jryHiue c o r j i a c f u i c * 6brrb ywrej ieM B POCCHH 10 j i er Ha3aa, qew B 
POCCHH 2000 roaa. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
30. npoHcxoAHnrne H3MeHeHH* B POCCHH H crpaHax BOCTOHHOH E B p o m j 
HaCTOJIbKO CJI03KHBI, RTO * He COBCCM noHHMaio HX. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
31. H3MeH£HHH Ha TeppHTopHH 6biBruero CoBercKoro Cofoaa HeoopaTHMbi. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
32. JXJW noKOJieHHx MOHX poAHrejieH HaitH3M 6hui yrpo30H JJJW coBercKoro 
rocyjiapcTBa. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
33. Cennac, nocj iexpywemw KOMMyHHCTjneGKOH Haeojiorjei, oopa3oaaHHe B 
POCCHH 6yjieT donee KomcpeniUi f H HCHjieojiorH3HpoBafflfUM 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
34. JXCDKQ e c j u i 6bi B CoBercKOM CoK>3e He Hanajiacb anoxa macHOCTH H 
nepecTpoiiKH, KOMMyHHCTHHecKHe pe>KHMbi B crpaHax BOCTOHHOH EBponw 
Bee paBHO 6u na jm. 
AH H/C H/Y C AC 
35. B TeneHHe Moefi XH3HH r e p M a i u v i npeacraBJuiJia y r p o 3 y JUW POCCHH. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
36. B coBercKHH nepHoa cymecrBOBano paBeHCTBO o6pa30BaTejibHbrx 
B03MO>KHOCTeH mm B c e x neTeH. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
37. Memi 6ecnoKOHT 6y;rymee POCCHH. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
38. CeroAHH p y c c i a i e coBepmeHHO CBo6oAHbi. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
39. 3TO HBjmeTCH oGraaHHOcrbio yunenx npaBH/ibHO o6i>jicHjrrb yHamHMCx 
H3MeHeHHX, npoHcxo^iruHe B c r p a H e H 3a py6e*4coM. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
40. JJfia Moero noKOJieioui E B p o n a 6buia yrpo30H jvm CoBercKoro Coio3a. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
41. 06fl3aHH0CTbIO yHHTeJW HBJMeTCJI pa3BHBaTb qyBCTBO HauHOHajn>Horo 
CaMOC03H3HHH y yHaiUHXCH. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
42. ripodpeccopa H npenoaaBaTejTH neaarorHHecKHx By30B, nanyHaBinHe CBOH 
/XHIUIOMbl H 3BaHHH B COUHajIHCTHHeCKHH nepHOJI, ZIOJDKHbl npOHTH 
nepeKBajDKpHicauHio H aTTecTamno. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
43. 06fl3aHHOCTbio y w r e j u i jtBJiaeTOi BHcapeHHe ryMaHHTapHbix uettHOCTeH B 
co3HaHne yqeHHKOB. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
44. KoMMyHHCTHnecKan napTH* HHKor<aa 6oju»uie He CMoacer ccpopMHDOBaTb 
npaBHTejibCTBO B POCCHH. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
45. CeroAH* HATO HBjweTCJi yrp030H JUW POCCHH. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
46. TeopeTHHecKHe 3HaHwi H npaKTHKa, KOTopue nojryHaiOT B nenarorHHecKOM 
By3e, aocTaTOMHbi ww Toro, HTO6W BbirrycKHHKH 6bum npcxpeccHOHajibHbiMH 
neziaroraMH B AeMOicpaTHHecKOH POCCHH. 
AH H/C H/Y C AC 
47. Ila^eHHe KOMMyHHCTHHecKoro pexotMa B COBCTCKOM CoK>3e x s j u e r c x 
001>eKTHBHbIM 3TanOM pa3BHTH>I. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
48. B COBCTCKHH nepnoa yHwrerw HBJuuiHCb Bbipa3HTCJMMH o6mecTBeHHoro 
MHeHKH. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
49. Pyccioie JDO^ OH c e i n a c JKHBVT j ryqme, HQM npH couHajuriMe. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
50. PaBCHCTBo o6pa30BaTejibHbix BO3M05KHOCTCH win iiereH B POCCHH ceroatw 
6ojiee peajibHo, neM B COBCTCKHH nepHoa . 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
51. KOMMVHH3M OCXaHeTCX BHAHMOH nOJIHTHHeCKOH CHJIOH B CTTJjUiaX 
BOCTOWOH EflpOBbl. 
AH H/C H/y C AC 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please note: Participation in this study is on a voluntary basis only. 
You may refuse to participate in this study simply by not completing 
this questionnaire. Such refusal will not have any consequences 
whatsoever. By completing the questionnaire, you are granting 
permission to the researchers to use the data so provided for the study. 
Your data will remain strictly confidential and any reports of the rwsuftH 
of the study will be completely anonymous. 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Please circle your response to the following: 
1. Are you a student or a teacher 
1. Student 
2. Teacher 
2. Year of university studies: 
1. Year 1 
2. Year 2 
3. Year 3 
4. Year 4 
5. Year 5 
Sex: 
1. Male 
2. Female 
Age: 
1. 17-21 
2. 22-26 
3. 27-31 
4. 32-36 
5. 37-50 
6. 51 and older 
Teaching Specialization: 
1. Mathematics, physics, chemistry 
2. Biology, geography 
3. Russian language and literature 
4. History, social studies 
5. Pedagogy, psychology 
6. Music, arts 
7. Other 
Level of specialization: 
1. Primary 1 - 4 
2. Middle 5-11 
3. University/College 
4. Other 
When you began your first year of schooling (grade one) you lived: 
1. Village 
2. Little town 
3. City 
Would you describe your parents as having: 
1. Below average income 
2. Average income 
3. Higher than average income 
4. Wealthy 
Would you describe your parents as being: 
1. Workers 
2. Peasants 
3. InteUigencia 
Would you describe your parents as being from: 
1. Russia 
2. Belarus 
3. Ukraine 
3 
QJJESTIONS 
Please show the extent of your agreement or disagreement with the 
following statements by placing an "X" in the appropriate box. Please 
remember the scale is as follows: 
SD = STRONGLY DISAGREE 
D - DISAGREE 
U - UNDECIDED 
A = AGREE 
SA = STRONGLY AGREE 
1 . 
5. 
Russiax s liberation from Communist domination could not have taken 
place without glasnost and perestroika. 
S D U ID SA 
2. Religion should be taught in the schools. 
S D U ID SA 
The ethnic violence which is occurring in some Eastern European 
countries will not occur in Russia. 
S D U A"I SA 
The quality of education will become better now than it was under 
the communist state in Russia. 
S D U AD SA 
The communist party will never again form the government of 
Russia. 
S D D U SA 
Social class divisions within Russian society are desirable. 
S D U SA 
The fall of the communist state in Russia is the result of actions and 
initiatives by Russians, it is not the result of external forces and 
circumstances. 
3 } T5H LZO SA 
The unification of East and West Germany is a desirable 
development 
3D U SA 
Being a teacher in Russia will be more difficult over the next decade 
than it has been in the past decade. 
SD D U SA 
The changes in Russia are superficial; deep down little 
has changed. 
SD D U SA 
As a teacher, I have more professional freedom 
and autonomy than I would have had as a teacher in the communist 
state in Russia. 
SD D U SA 
Russia should take care of herself first and not worry about 
neighboring countries. 
u 
S A I 
For the average person, there will be little difference between living 
in Russia when it was a communist state and life in post-communist 
Russia. 
SD U SA 
5 
14. Teachers trained and hired under the communist regime in Russia 
should have their credentials and certification reviewed. 
17. 
19. 
21. 
S D D U SA 
15. The Catholic church is responsible for the fall of the communist state 
in Russia. 
S D U SA 
16. Today, NATO is a threat to Russia. 
D U SA 
What has happened in Russia over the last half decade will affect 
me as a professional teacher. 
S D U SA 
18. Social class divisions within Russian society are inevitable. 
S D D U SA 
Now that the communist state in Russia has fallen, the school 
curriculum should be revised. 
S D EH A 3 SA 
20. In my lifetime, Russia will become a true democracy. 
S D [ j O EA. "SAH 
The changes which have occurred in Russia over the last half decade 
were not really the result of Gorbachev's initiatives as such changes 
would have taken place regardless of who was in power in Russia. 
SD U1 r x n r~sA~i 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please note: Participation in this study is on a voluntary basis only. 
You may refuse to participate in this study simply by not completing 
this questionnaire. Such refusal will not have any consequences 
whatsoever. By completing the questionnaire, you are granting 
permission to the researchers to use the data so provided for the study. 
Your data will remain strictly confidential and any reports of the reaifcr 
of the study will be completely anonymous. 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Please circle your response to the following: 
1. Are you a student or a teacher: 
1. Student 
2. Teacher 
2. Year of university studies: 
1. Year 1 
2. Year 2 
3. Year 3 
4. Year 4 
5. Year 5 
Sex: 
1. Male 
2. Female 
Age: 
1. 17-21 
2. 22-26 
3. 27-31 
4. 32-36 
5. 37-50 
6. 51 and older 
Teaching Specialization: 
1. Mathematics, physics, chemistry 
2. Biology, geography 
3. Russian language and literature 
4. History, social studies 
5. Pedagogy, psychology 
6. Music, arts 
7. Other 
Level of specialization: 
1. Primary 1 - 4 
2. Middle 5-11 
3. University/College 
4. Other 
When you began your first year of schooling (grade one) you lived: 
1. village 
2. Little town 
3. City 
Would you describe your parents as having: 
1. Below average income 
2. Average income 
3. Higher than average income 
4. Wealthy 
Would you describe your parents as being: 
1. Workers 
2. Peasants 
3. InteUigencia 
Would you describe your parents as being from: 
1. Russia 
2. Belarus 
3. Ukraine 
3 
QUESTIONS 
Please show the extent of your agreement or disagreement with the 
following statements by placing an "X" in the appropriate box. Please 
remember the scale is as follows: 
SD = STRONGLY DISAGREE 
D = DISAGREE 
U = UNDECIDED 
A = AGREE 
SA = STRONGLY AGREE 
1. Russia s liberation from Communist domination could not have taken 
place without glasnost and perestroika. 
S D D U SA 
Religion should be taught in the schools. 
S D D U SA 
3. The ethnic violence which is occurring in some Eastern European 
countries will not occur in Russia. 
3D D U SA 
4. The quality of education will become better now than it was under 
the communist state in Russia. 
S D D U SA 
The communist party will never again form the government of 
Russia. 
S D D SA 
4 
Social class divisions within Russian society are desirable. 
S D D U SA 
7. The fall of the communist state in Russia is the result of actions and 
initiatives by Russians, it is not the result of external forces and 
circumstances. 
8. 
10. 
11. 
S D D U SA 
The unification of East and West Germany is a desirable 
development. 
S D D U I SA 
Being a teacher in Russia will be more difficult over the next decade 
than it has been in the past decade. 
S D D U SA 
The changes in Russia are superficial; deep down little 
has changed. 
S D D U L SA 
As a teacher, I have more professional freedom 
and autonomy than I would have had as a teacher in the communist 
state in Russia. 
12. 
13. 
S D D U SA 
Russia should take care of herself first and not worry about 
neighboring countries. 
1 SD D U LA SA 
For the average person, there will be little difference between living 
in Russia when it was a communist state and life in post-communist 
Russia. 
S D D U SA 
5 
14. 
15. 
Teachers trained and hired under the communist regime in Russia 
should have their credentials and certification reviewed. 
S D D U SA 
The Catholic church is responsible for the fall of the communist state 
in Russia. 
17. 
S D D U SA 
16. Today, NATO is a threat to Russia. 
S D D U SA 
What has happened in Russia over the last half decade will affect 
me as a professional teacher. 
S D [ U SA 
18. Social class divisions within Russian society are inevitable. 
S D D U P S A " 
19. Now that the communist state in Russia has fallen, the school 
curriculum should be revised. 
21. 
S D D U SA 
20. In my lifetime, Russia will become a true democracy. 
SD D U SA 
The changes which have occurred in Russia over the last half decade 
were not really the result of Gorbachev's initiatives as such changes 
would have taken place regardless of who was in power in Russia. 
S D D U SA 
6 
22. Russia is now a true democracy. 
S D D U SA 
23. The failed August coup in Russia confirms that changes in 
Russia are irreversible. 
S D D U SA 
24. I am optimistic about the future of the teaching profession in Russia. 
S D D U SA 
25. In my parents' generation, the Soviet Union was a threat to Poland. 
S D D U SA 
26. I understand the recent social changes in Eastern Europe and in 
Russia sufficiently well to accurately interpret them for my future 
students. 
S D D U SA 
27. Teachers have an important role to play in shaping Russian society in 
the future. 
S D D U SA 
28. Democratic forces areresponsible for the fall of the communist state 
in Russia. 
S D D U SA 
29. I would rather be a teacher in the Russia of ten years ago than in the 
Russia of the year 2,000 A.D. 
SD D U SA 
7 
30. 
33. 
34. 
36. 
The recent social changes in Eastern Europe and in Russia are 
so complex that I feel I do not really understand them. 
S D D U SA 
31. The changes within Russia are irreversible. 
S D D U SA 
32. In my parents' generation, Nazism was a threat to Russia. 
S D D U SA 
Now that the communist state in Russia has fallen, schooling will be 
more objective and non-ideological. 
S D D U I S A 
Even if the Soviet Union had not developed the attitude of glasnost 
and the policy of perestroika, the communist state would have fallen 
in other Eastern European countries. 
S D D U I SA 
35. In my lifetime, Germany has been a threat to Russia. 
S D D U SA 
Under the Russian communist state equality of educational 
opportunity for all Russian children existed. 
SD D U I SA 
37. I am worried about the future of Russia. 
S D D U SA 
38. Today, Russians are truly free. 
S D D U SA 
8 
39. It is the responsibility of teachers to properly interpret the recent 
events in Eastern Europe and Russia for their students. 
S D D U SA 
40. In my lifetime, the Russia has been a threat to Eastern Europe. 
S D D U SA 
41. It is the responsibility of teachers to foster a sense of Russian 
nationalism in students. 
S D D U SA 
42. Professors in schools of pedagogy who were trained and hired under 
the communist regime in Russia should have their credentials and 
certification reviewed. 
S D D U SA 
43. It is the responsibility of teachers to instill proper values in 
their students. 
S D D U SA 
44. The communist party will never again form the government of 
Russia. 
S D D U SA 
45. Today, Russia is a threat to NATO. 
S D D U SA 
46. The education and training I received in my school of pedagogy 
has adequately prepared me to be a professional teacher in post-
communist Russia. 
S D D U SA 
9 
47. The fall of the communist state in Russia is a desirable development 
48. 
50. 
S D D U SA 
In the communist Russian state, teachers disseminated a biased 
social viewpoint 
S D D U SA 
49. The Russian people will be better off now that the communist state 
in Russia has ended. 
S D D U SA 
Equality of educational opportunity for Russian children will become 
greater now than it was in the communist state in Russia. 
S D D SA 
51. Communism will remain a viable political force in parts of Eastern 
Europe. 
S D D U SA 
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